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The attempt is herein made to put forth a comprehensive
analysis and explication of the art process and its aim at
value based on and backed by Whitehead's metaphysics and scat-

, tered comments on the general notions of truth and beauty and'
on art as truthful beauty. The procedure and discussion is
Whiteheadian. Value in general is seen to.permeate all of
reality. This value can be shown to arise in the explicit ex
ample of the art processes of creation and re-creation. The
emergenoe of aesthetic value, as such. can be seen to be the
result of two factors: the aesthetic object and the aesthetic
experience. Thus a discussion of the object of the experience'
and the subject experiencing the object is put forth.

Integral to this discussion is the notion that the work
of art and the aesthetic object are distinct. The aesthetic
object occurs only within an aesthetic experience. The work
of art is a potential aesthetic object and within the experi
ence becomes the raw data.

Furthermore works of art are shown to have an inherent
rather than an intrinsic value. Also, as a result of this'
and of the analysis of ~esthetic experience it will be seen
that there exists a mutual effect between art and society such
that the one influenoes the other. The results of this lead
one to conclude that art should be for life's sake rather than
for its own.
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Introduction

iuly viable theory of aesthetics must not only be able to

account for the cause of aesthetic experienoe and the relationships

that exist because of this cause between the artist, the work of

art, and the participator in an adequate manner; but must also be

able to show the effect which both the work of art and the aes

thetic experience have on the individual and on the society. Thus

any aesthetic theory which is viable must account for both creative

urge and creative response.

Whitehead's theory of art can be developed to encompass

such interrelations between the individual creative process and

society. The creative process encompasses both experi8 ntal

feelings (which are aroused by response) and the creative impulse

within individuals. Art, then, as Whitehead conceives it, is an

ever-rejuvinating source of new experience a search for novel

ty. In its fundamental function of shaping a person's experience

until that person has incorporated it into the whole structure or

texture of his being; Art is not only compatible with Whitehead's

metaphysical system; but is integral in the providing of a basis .

for creative impulse the "lure for feeling" and the desire for

an ever increasing enhancement of value within the indiVidual as

well as within society (as a group of indiViduals).

This creative impulse extends to society where it acts as

a ciVilizing force advancing, changing and developing (as well as

being developed along with it). Whitehead says, even in his

earlier works such as Science and the Modern World that Art is not

vii



only a "requisite ll for social progress but ~ requisite. (Cf. smv
193~208) Art here has an ex:f;ended meaning and includes "any

selection by which the concrete facts ar.e so arranged as to elicit

attention to particular values which are realisable by them". (S1fiV

200) It is precisely this broader notion of art which lends sus-

tinence to the more specific term of lithe arts ll • In the course of

this thesis, the discussion will be focussed on art in its nar~bwer

sense without neglecting the fact that the broadened definition is

the link up between a specific Whiteheadian aesthetic theory and a

Whiteheadian cosmology.~ In his later works, then, art in the

narrower sense is also an attempt to elicit certain values but of a

more specified nature.

Any viable theory of value must also have its concerns.

Such a theory must be concerned both with the grounds for the de

termination of value (Le. IIhow" value arises) and with the impli-.

oa-tiona, effects, and importance of the proposed theory. This

holds true in any discussion of a specific type of value such as

moral or aesthetic value.

In the following thesis an attempt will be made to expli

cate the emergence of aesthetic value within the framework of the

art process. If a thesis such as the one proposed here attempts to

do this by a process of assimilation and interpretation of a speci

fic philosopher (especially a metaphysician such as Whitehead) then

the relatedness of the aesthetic theory as well as the theory of

* In fact, the very implication that the individual creative
process is connected to the broadened social process is a combining
of the specific with the general of D.W. Sherburne's theory with
.T.L. Smith's.
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value must be shown. A ground must be given for certain claims

and statements. The ground upon which this thesis is based is

precisely Wbitehead's ontology.

The purpose of this thesis is not merely a gathering of

Whiteheadian comments on art and value but a comprehen~ive inter

pretation and formulation of a theory of the emergence of aesthe

tic value in the art process within a Whiteheadian framework.

In Science and the Modern World one finds such perceptive

general comments on art and its relation to value as follows, "Great

art is the arrangement of the environment so as to provide the soul~

vivid but transient values". (miIW 202) This "transient value" is

what Whitehead later terms "novelty l1. Art, in this case, includes

the drawing out· of "habits of aesthetic apprehension" so as to in

crease the depth of individuality. "The analysis of reality indica

tes the two factors, activity emerging into individualized aesthetic

value". (SMW 199) Thus there is, in fact a link between the arts

and general aesthetics for the arts enhance the whole aesthetic com

plex and this aesthetic order.

From the standpoint of Whitehead's ontology value is the end

result of process. All things strive for the attainment of value

thl'ough intel'action. In the specific case of human advance there is

a need to discuss the emergence of the "creative act" for the crea

tive act has lead so effectively to the advancement of civilization.
~

Art as an "artifact" Or symbol of man's own creativity is a reminder

to other men both of achievement and failure. Mol'e importantly it

is a "focus of attention" for further cre·ative acts. Art by its

very nature, then leads to the emergence of aesthetic value. And

ae The "soul" in this context is that creative part of man.



art by enhancing aesthetic value gives meaning to value in the

broader sense.

On the other hand it takes more than a value theory to show

and attempt to solve the difficulties in aesthetics. It requires

a value theory based upon and backed up by a cosmological framework

in which value it'self is seen to arise because of certain conditions.

Such is Whitehead's theory of the emergence of value within process.

This theory can be adequately applied to explain the emergence of

aesthetic value in aesthetic experience and consequently can provide

a novel approach to considerations and questions of traditional art

theory.

x



Chapter I

Whitehead's Theory of Value

(i)

The Emer~ence of Value

The understanding of Whitehead's theory of value as a first

step 'Goward an aesthetics of process can be greatly facilitated by

a brief examination of that process by which all entities attempt to

achieve a final or complete satisfaction. As a preliminary remark

it would be no exaggeration to say that one of the characteristics

which distinguish Whitehead's whole philosophy of process is the

claim that "value is inherent in· [?'llJ actuali tyll (RM97) and is basic

to all actual entities. "Actual entities" (which are specific

occasions of experience) are analyzable into feelings both on a

physical and a conceptual level. Whitehead terms these physical and

conceptual prehensions. Actual ,entities, then, are the ultimate

realities constituted of prehensions. These prehensions, in turn,

are related in a unity of experiences which form the actual occasion. l

Furthermore, this unity o£ experiences occurs within a temporal span

allowing for a completion of unity in concrescenge. During concres-

cence there is a "growing together of the elements of the persistent

IFor Whitehead an actual entity is,(and except for minor
qualifications can be called)l~n actual occasion of experience.
Actual entities are the final real things of which the world is
made up. There is no going behind ac·~ual entities to find any
thing more real. They differ among themselves. God is an actual
entity and so is the most trivial puff of existence in far off empty
space ••• they are drops of experience complex and interdependent.
They are what Locke termed "substances in his Essay (BK.TI Ch.XXIII
sec.7) and are analyzable into prehensions (feelings)."(PR 23)

1
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, 2
past into the vibrant immediacy of a novel presen~ unity".

Value' permeates the actual world.

is to have self-interest:

To be an actual entity

This self-interest is a feeling of self
valuation; It is an emotional tone. The
value of other things, not one's self, is
the derivative value of being elements
contributing to this ultimate self-interest.
This self-interest is the interest of what
one's eXistence, as)itin that epochal
occasion, comes to. It is the ultimate
enjoyment of being actual.

But the actuality is the enjoyment
and this enjoyment is the experiencing of
value. For an epochal occasion is a
microcosm inclusive of the whole universe.
The unification of the universe, whereby
its various elements are combined into
aspects of each other, is an atomic unit
within the real world. (RM 97-8)

This self-interest results from the fact that all things strive for

completion. This is their ultimate aim. It is a completion which

will give satisfaction; and in doing so will also provide potential

value for future occasions. This whole process is neatly summarized

by Mary Wyman:

The whole business of process which for
Whitehead as for Bergson is the essence of
reality, is the actualizing of potentiality
as an ingredient in something real through
the guidance of the lure (for feeling}. The
potentiality of the past is the inflow of
the material world, or the experience of a

:?n.w. Sherburne A Key to WIg Proc.ess and Reality, (}Tew York,
1966) p.206.

~that is the anticipation of the future.
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subject, into process, as well as that
subject's possession of inherent
qualities; new potential factors are
added into the present, involving the
conception of eternal objects or ideals,
some being contrasting elements; but
elements concerned with the physical
world and derivative ideas must grow
together in harmony following the lure
until satisfaction is attained. Through
this achievement of value the experience
then leaves its imprint as a~ublic fact
or as objective immortality.~ .

To illl1strate this, at the level of human creative thought, Wyman

uses the process involved in the invention of the flying glider

by Lilienthal. The process of that individual's creation of the

glider will be seen to be similar to what goes on in both the

process of creation and aesthetic creation.

In the beginning Lilienthal may have been merely interested

in the flight of birds; the way they glided in their flight. As

raw data the birds and their flight had been admited into Lilien

thal's experience and a speoific aspect of that perception of them

was brought to a further stage of awareness. Lilienthal's percep

tion was heightened maybe by the fact that he had past experience

with mechanical technology or maybe just inherited ability. Various

other factors and experiences from.the past were brought forward to

the present experience,combined with it, and; through a lure for

feeling which guided these associated experiences, a novel feeling

or a novel belief was developed that there was a "superiority

of a curved rather thEm a flat surface for the flight of machines:

heavier than air".' Lilienthal's initial idea, then would be the

concept of the ideal or what Whitehead terms the "eternal object"

brought to the stage of a propositional lure for feeling

gMary Wyman, The Lure f?r Feeling, (New York, 1960) p.23.

~Iary Wyman, The Lure for Feeling, op. cit. p.24
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(Lee "that there could exist and fly a glider with a curved

surface") and then to a state of actuality when the glider is

actually completed. Finally, this completed glider becomes

"immortalized" or conceptually lIeternalized lt as a prototype for the

development of aircraft.

Wyman's discussion of the emergence of value can be elabo

rated upon by a discussion of the relationships between fact;

value in experience (particularly human experience); the notion of

event in which fact can not be separated from value; and finally

the special case of human aesthetic values and their dev~lopment

from Whitehead's cosmological view of process.

(ii)

Fact,- Value, and Event

The world is the subject matter for qualitative discrimina

tion by an experiencing subject who experiences not bare or isolated

facts but facts within events and facts related to value. Value

lends importance to facts for "mere facts are worthless except 1;Jy

reference to some understanding of value".t This maans that b~re
facts are not worthy of attention for IIWorth" .1tself, indj,.cates an

accompanying value system. For some ~ thing to be f1wor thy of

attention l1 and not some other one ,thin~, a basic value system

however primitive must be actively present in an entity's

judgement. Thus, facts, .in themselves, need some sort of value

criterion which is based, not within a given temporal experience

(i.e. the given temporal experience of that event in which the fact

occurs), but exterior to it. Without such a criterion on which

experience can be based facts become mere truths or falsities.

5' N. Lawrence, "Time Value and the Self"· in The Relevance of
Whitehea~~ (new York, 1961) p.149
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Why Whitehead would give such emphasis to value rather than

to fact becomes apparent when one realizes that Whitehead is con

cerned, not merely with the emergence of value, but with the emer

gence of peculiarly human value and "that a fact w~uld play any

role in our lives depends upon its value as a certain sort of fac~~'

It is no wonder, then, that Whitehead says that value is

"inherent in actuality" for each actuality is, not simply a grouping

of facts but, the relating and assessing of these in view of its aim

or purpose.

Whitehead says: "value is the word I use for the intrinsic

reality of an event" (SMW 93). Human value is a restricted but

complicated form of value. Whitehead's interpretation of human

value is given significance withi.n the framework of events as tran-

sitions and as realizations of value. Whitehead is fully aware

both of the transitions

things:

and the place of value in the scheme of

The general aspect of nature is that of
evolutionary expansiveness. These unities,
which I call events, are the emergence into
actuality of something. How are we to
characterize the something which thus
emerges? The name 'event' given to such
a unity, draws attention to the inherent
transitoriness, combined with the actual
entity. But this abstract word cannot be
sufficient to characterize what the fact of
the reality of an event is in itself. A
moment's thought shows us that no one idea
can, in itself, be sufficient. For every
idea which finds its significance in each
event must represent something which contri
butes to what realization is in itself.
Thus no one word can be adequate. But con
versely, nothing must be left out. Remem
bering the poetic rendering of our concrete

"'h>id., p.156
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experience, we see at once that the
element of value, of being valuable, of
having value; of being an end in itself,
of being something which is for its own
sake, must not be omitted in any account
of an event as the most concrete actual
something. "Value" is the word I use
for the intrinsic reality of an event.
Value is an element which permeates
through and through the poetic view of
nature. We have only to transfer to the
very texture of realisation in itself
that value which we recognize so readily
in terms of human life. (SMW 93)

Thus, we have seen that Whitehead's cosmological scheme

breaks dovm the world into a series of events or occasions of

experience. Events and actual entities participating in events

constitute the existing world. There is no such thing as fact in

isolation. Furthermore, all facts are ultimately experienced in

relation to a value system whether complicated or crude.

This explains why value is fundamental in the process of

realization of every actual entity in its search for selfhood. An

actual entity, if it assimilates facts, is concerned with the worth

or value of these facts to itself. This self-interest is the basis

of existence for "at the basis of our existence is the sense of

worth. Now worth [itselfJ essentially presupposes that which is

worthy." (w."T 109) for and in its own sake or by its own justifica-

tion. "Worth" or "importance", for Whitehead, are, at times, used

interchangeably with the concept "value"". Worth or value proceeds

not simply from the individual subject to the object in the environ·

ment because the environment itself has" intrinsic worth "~lhiGh must

be allowed its weight in any consideration of final ends" (SMW 196).
Value arises out of the discrimination the rejection or accep-

tance of data from an experienced world.
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Value and fact both call for discrimination in experience.
\

In fact, experience itself is a valu~ experience since our exper-

iencing of actual occasions is a

••• realization of worth good or bad.
It is a value experience. Its basic
expression is Have a care, here is
something that matters. Yes that
is the best phrase the primary glim-
mering of consciousness reveals something
that matters. (~r 116)

Value discrimination, then, is inherent in all experience, inclu

ding conscious experience even though primitive or vague.

Value in the sense of lIworth" is involved in concrescence

even at the first stage the accept ion or rejection of data
~~,-~<.-."".-.~......'

(see figure 1.). When an entityaccepts raw data at the first

stage of concrescence (i.e. without further assimilation); it has

already made a value discrimination. How this would occur in

human experience has already been shown by the example given by

Wyman about the glider. The raw dat2iwere the'actual facts within

the experience or event seeing the birds, seeing their wings

and their motion in flight. Making the choice ~o accept this datum
\,

and to assimilate it was based on a value discrimination by Lilien-

thaL

This brings us to two crucial points to note in discussing

the assimilation of data by an experiencing subj~ct. One is that

Whitehead would want to distinguish between usual theories and his

own theory regarding the perception of the datum or "ob.iect ll and

the perceiver of the datum or "subject Jr
:

The 'word 'object' ••• means an entity which
is a potentiality for being a component in
feeling (prehension] and the word 'subject'
means the entity constituted by the process
of feeling, and including this process. The
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PHASES OF CONCRESCENCE

IV

These cons.,.
titute more
complicated
comparisons,
analyses and
judgements.

D IIIntellec
tual feelings!'
and judgements

The proposi
tional fee
ling involves
compa.risons
of proposi
tions with
the original
elements.

C Propositio
"':"al feelings

The compon
ents of phy
sical feel
ings A are
conceptually
entertained
in-]
or are added
to in ]'

II
]' Reverted

(novel)
feelings

] Derivitive
conceptual

, "eelings

I

conformal
feelings

_A "physical G

- feelings'~~
nforming

to the obj c

suppl mental
---_..........:"-.::...-/

r-""'-_-=- ~l""---_----__r_--=-p-h-a-s-e-s-~---~.-
-0 III

'-J

----~

Perceived
object. A
society or
groUl)ing of
occasions~

The experience'
of the subject
or "percipient
occasion ll

In aesthetic
experience
this would be
the Vlork of
art ..

In aesthetic
experience
this would be
the "objec
tive content ll

or "aesthetic
object".

In aesthetic experience,
later phases pertain to the
"subjective form ll of response.
The proposition is primarily
entertained as a lure for
feeling. Its logical sub
ject in aesthetic experience
is the object as conformally
felt in A while its IIpredi
cative pattern" is the set of
feelings or "eternal objects"
at ] and ]'.

Reality:-----__--:.__. .....,·1.l..,~Appearance
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feeler is the unity emergent from its
own feelings; and feelings are the de
tails of the process intermediary between
this unity and its many data. The data
are the potentials for feeling, that is
to say, they are objects. The process
is the elimination of indeterminateness
from the unity of one subjective experience. (PR. 136)

This process involves the attainment of satisfaction by the

prehending subject. In turn, this attainment depends upon the

final aim, goal or purpose (Whitehead calls this the sUbjective_~~m)

of the subject. This is the search for value feelings. The second

point: is that a full analysis of value would include referenoes to

factors contributing to the intensity of degree of value. Among

such factors are triViality, yague~~.L~~'P~~, and width. These

are value conditions for they are the means by which value is either

enhanced or decreased.

Triviality arises from lack ~f ooordination
in the faotors of the datum so that no
feeling arising from one factor is reinforced
by any feeling arising from another factor. (PR 131-2)

Thus no depth of feelin~s arising from contrasts is present. Tri

viality lacks the narrowness :which is the basis fo.r Harmony (i. e.

both narrovmess and width). An aesthetic example could suffice

here. If someone were to exolaim upon seei~g an obviously beauti

ful sunset "0h how beautiful:" the result Vlould not be an enhanoing

of the experience but a detracting from it or at least a pointless

and trivial statement about the obvious.

On the other hand 'vagueness·' is due to
excess of identifioation. In the datum
the objectifications of various actual
entities are replicas with faint co
ordinations of perspeotive contrast.
Under.these conditions, the contrasts



between the various objectifications are
faint, and there is deficiency in supple
mentary feeling discriminating the objects
from each other. (PR 132)

Ultimately real satisfact:i.on (and value attainment) results from

a harmony of relevant background detail:

There is first the relevant background
providing a massive systematic uniformity.
This background is the presupposed world
to which all ordinary propositions refer.
Secondly, there is the more remote chaotic
background which has merely irrelevant
triviality, so far as concerns direct ob
jectification in the actual entity in
question. This background represents
those entities in the actual world with
such perspective remoteness that there is
even a chaos of diverse epochs. In the
background there is triViality, vagueness
and massive uniformity; in the foreground
discrimination and contrasts, but.always
negative prehensions (feelings eliminatedJ
of irrelevant diversities. (PR 133).

Eventually those factors present in all levels of value become of

outstanding importance in the analysis of.beauty in human exper

ience. This will be seen in the next chapter.

To complete the consideration of value in this section it

should be remembered that the subject is not only a subject pre

hending data but also a superject i.e. the subject is not only a

"subject presiding over its oVln immediacy of becoming" but also

"a superject which is the atomic creature exercising its function

of objective immortali ty" (PR 71). This sUbject-superje.c~.,by

virtue of the superjective aspect, introduces anticipations of the

future into the present concrescing activity and acts accordingly.

9
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The anticipation of value for what is
yet to be determined is one phase of
feeling, a word used in a technical
sense that covers many aspects of percep
tion between subject and object. In
expressing a subject's concern for a selected
portion of the universe, the term feeling
is synonymous with positive prehension or
the appropriation of data to serve as com
ponents of a subject's concrescence, the
growing together of its formative elements
in the process of becoming. Important too
is a negative prehension that eliminates
incompatible elemeiats from feeling. 7

Moreover, on reaching its satisfaction by concrescence, an actual

entity becomes a datum or "object" to be prehended by other actual

entities or by other subject-superjects.

This idea is carried over into value theory by the fact

that, for Whitehead, the very act of becoming is an attainment of

value, significance or worth. _ So, too, every actual entity which

achieves its concrescence attains its final value and becomes a con

dition for value for what-follows in the process.

(iii)

Human Values

Human value involves more than a mere acceptance of signi

ficant data. Human value results from a complicated discrimina

tory process involving conscious acceptance or rejec~ion of data.

Here the supplemental phases of concrescence play an important role

by introducing "propositional feelings" and "intellectu~a1 feel

ings" or judgements.Csee diagram fig. 1)

Generalization is also one of the main constituents of

7 Mary Wyman, The Lure for Feeling, Ope cit., p.27.
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The ability to make these generalizations

is a main constituent of civilized man:

The hermit thrush and the nightingale can
produce sound of utmost beauty but they
are not civilized beings. They lack
ideas of adequate generality respecting
their own actions and the world about them.
Without doubt the higher animals entertain
notions, hopes, and fears. And yet they
lack civilization by reason of their mental
functionings. Their love, their devotion,
their beauty: of performance rightly claim
our love and tenderness in re~urn. Civili
zation is more than all these; and in moral
worth it can be less than all these. ·Civi
lized beings are those who survey the world
with some large generali. ty of understanding. (MT 4-5)

In discussing the lure for feeling, previous mention has

been made of the fact that value permeates all of reality. Since

both human value and aesthetic value are values arising out of

creativity* (in the sense of creative appreciation as well) the

question now is how the lure effects value in human creativity.

In human creativity the lure obviously
awakens a sense of value for what is, beyond.
When conscious, it represents both aim and
goal, the one through the various saages of
process transformed into the other.

Consciousness is present when intellectual feelings or judgements

occur:

Consciousness comes with intensity of
feeling, with a comparison of what may be
with what is not, or with a yes or no
judgement on a proposition. The union of

8Mary Wyman , £E.. £!.!., p. 27 •

*creativity, itself, seems to be aided by man's ability to
generalize.
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physical and conceptual prehensions is
seen in comparative feelings where the
datum to be entertained as a lure for
feeling may be a theory or a-proposition.
Feelings or prehensions of whatever type
are subject to the persuasive power 01
the lure, and are causal links in the
successive phases of concrescence that
should end in satisfaction.9

Propositional feelings and judgements function to make the elements

of aesthetic experience explicit and to relate them bY.,~ay of con

trast. As Wyman again puts it: "aesthetic experience is an evo=

cation of intensities from a realization of contrast under identity".JO

This leads to a consideration of aesthetic value.

(iV)

Aesthetic Value

Whitehead says that "the habit of art is the habit of en

joying vivid values" (maw 200). It is more than mere awareness.

It arises through a value-awareness. Value-awareness is possible

only if the values themselves are vivid.

in part, due to transience.

But such vividness is,

A static value, however serious and im
portant becomes unendurable by its appal
ling monotony of enduranoe. The soul
cries aloud for release into change. (SI~1 202)

Thus art to be of value must have a transience which prevents it

from becoming stagnant:

This element of transition in ar~ ~s

shown by the restlessness exhibited in

9 -
Ibid., p.28

lOIb"d· 39--.2:-., p.
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its history. An epoch gets saturated
by the masterpieces of anyone style;
something new must be discovered. The
human being wanders on. Yet there is a
balance in things. Mere change before
the attainment of adequacy of achieve
ment, either in quality or output, is des
tructive of greatness. But the import
ance of a living art which moves on and
yet leaves its permenant mark can hardly
be exaggerated. (S~N 202)

A living art thrives on generality just as man thrives on

it. Generality as a basis of civilization is also important in

the promotion of aesthetic value. In aesthetic experience, for

example, our first thoughts are generalities: "This is beautiful: lI
;

"lovely"; "ugl y ll; "good"; "bad"; "mediocre"; or what have you. The

use of generality, then, is involved in an aesthetic value-judge

ment. Yet even this generality to have meaning and importance

must not be so vague as to become unmentionable or so common as to

trivialize the whole aesthetic experience (cf. MT 5). If, for ins

tance, a group of people gaze at a majestic mountain scene and one

exclaims "How pretty:" this remark "lets down the whole vividness of

the scene" (bIT 5) because of its obviousness.

In all human experience there are limitations of values

.brought about by contraries, grades and opposites. Value in the

sense of importance must be thought of from the standpoint of grades

of relevance of feeling both 'in everyday experience and in aesthetic

experience attained when interacting with a work of art which has be

come an aesthetic object:

Perspective is gradation of relevance that
is to say it is gradation of importance.
Feeling is the agent which reduces the uni
verse to its perspective for fact. Apart
from gradations of feeling the infinitude of
detail produce an infinitude of effect in the
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constitution of each fact and that is'
all to be said when we omit feeling. (NT 10)

Aesthetic feeling, then, is just one aspect of the total "aspect

of feeling" "whereby a perspective is imposed upon the universe

of things felt" (MT 10).

(v)

Aesthetic Value and the Mental Processes

Whitehead's categoreal obligations, with their explication

of the mental processes are of great importance to both his and

"this aesthetic theory. Whitehead wants to account mainly for the

principle of value; and his analysis of this principle takes into

account the fact that most high grade value is achieved in mental

processes. There is both a physical and a mental process involved

in high grade experience which corresponds to the functioning of the

~ysical and m~ntal poles in consciousness.

Apa!'t from the "physical underpinning,"
the art-process has no significance for
a man as a.person within a culture.
Apart from this process, creativity is
meaningless. And apart from this unity
value is frustrated and concrescence un
realized. ll

The functioning of the mental pole, at times, involves oon-

scious patterning or ordering toward value. It is by the process

of patte!'ning that Whitehead's concept of aesthetic value becomes

pertinent; for both value and aesthetic value may arise from just

such a process of ~tterned contrasts.

llBertram Morris, "The Art Process and the Aesthetic Fact in
Whitehead's Philosophyll in Philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead (Vol.
3 of The LibrarY.2f Living PhilosopherS-ed. Schillp) (Evanston,l941)
p.468.
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However, patterned contrasts alone are not'wholly adequate

in the attainment of value. Massiveness, that is to say, variety

of detail (cf. AI 253) adds strength to such value experience.

Moreover, interaction between mental and physical poles allows for

the increasirig of value by the "growth of ideas" and novel~y of ex

perience. In Modes of Thought (P. 104) and Adventures of Ideas,

Whitehead says that it is peculiarly from a modification of pattern

that novelty arises. This intentional modification is what White

head terms conceptual reversion; and it occurs in the second phase

of concrescence (see figure 1). Conceptual feelings arising in

the second phase of concrescence are derived from physical feelings.,

In reversion:

there is a secondary origination of con
ceptual feelings with data which are par
tially indentical with, and partially
diverse from the eternal objects forming
the data in the first phase ••• (PR 31)

Reversion gives rise to novelty which, in turn, enhances value.

(cr. MT 104).

In conclusion, one could say that aesthetic value in its

broadest sense is a patterned value feeling which, in special

Cases can be exemplified in human experience and especially the

experience aroused by the appreciation or creation of a work of

art which has become an aesthetic object in the aesthetic experience.

How this is so will entail an analysis both of Whitehead's concepts

of beauty and truth their function within the art work and with-

in art theory. Ii; also requires an analysis of aesthetic exper-

ience (by which the work of art a potential aesthetic object

becomes an aesthetic object) and the creative process itself.

This analysis should reveal how various factors in an experience

present themselves as lures for value feeling in artistic creation

and respondant re-creation (i.e. through aesthetio e~perienoe).



Thus it is both the process by which the work of art becomes an

aesthetic object and the processes of creation and recreation

which will be the concern of the next two chapters.
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Chapter II

The Work of Art and Artistic Concepts

Introduction

In 'ol'der to clarify Whitehead I s interpretation it may be

helpful to spell out his terminology and his answers to traditio

nal or more usual questions. One important feature is that the

term IIbeauty" is used by Whitehead to ref'er to the aesthetic ex

perience itself rather than to a property of the work of art or

the aesthetic object. This beauty is present when the components

of experience are related in terms of contrasts or other features

in a unity or harmony yielding intensity of feeling. This is

really Whitehead's view of value in its general form as described

i.n chapter one; so that aesthetic value in the narrower sense, and

especially as related to works of art, is a special and usually

intensified instance of· value in the generic sense. Whitehead

does not use the word "intrinsic" with respect to value but if the

term were applied it would always refer to the value-experience of

some actual entity.

With regard to the traditional question as to whether the

value "resides" in the subject or object, Whitehead would answer

that the only intrinsic value in the full sense resides in the sub

ject or "percipient occasion". Yet there is a sense in which the

art object may be said to have its own value. Whitehead prefers

the adjective IIbeautiful" when referring to the object and this

term means "inherent capability for the promotion of Beauty when

11
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functioning as a datum in a percipient occasion".l2"(AI 256) The

beautiful ·object then has inherent value. 13 The value of a pain

ting is regarded as inherent because the components and structures

constituting the value are the very ones which enter as sense data

into the aesthetic experience. They constitute the "objective

content" of the aesthetic experience yet the work of art which

they characterize has its own independent existence and importance.

In this sense the value is "there" whether anyone is experiencing

it or not and such value is not determined by the arbitrariness of

a particular person.

In additfon to the "objective content" of an aesthetic ex

perience there is also what Whitehead calls the "subjective form tl

which is due to the response of the subject. But these two as

pects are to be regarded as integrally related for "••• in the ana

lysis of an occasion, some parts of its objective content may be

termed Beautiful by reason of their conformal contribution to the

perfection of the subjective form of the complete occasion". (AI

255) These objective and subjective aspects of aesthetic expe

rience will be treated respectively in chapters two and three.

(i)

The Whiteheadian Concept of Beauty and

its Relation to Art

Beauty for Whitehead has its existence within the actual en

tity or occasion asa form of adaptations within the complexity of

prehensions (feelings). Whitehead's definition of Beauty as the

12Also "when Beauty is ascribed to a component in a datum it
is in this secondary sense".

l3paul W. Taylor employs the same meaning vlhen he says "The in
herent goodness of a thing is its capacity to produce intrinsic good
ness in the experience of anyone who responds to it". Normative
~.i:!Jcourse (Prentice-Hall, 1961) p.27.
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I
"mutual adaptation of the several factors in an occasion of exper-

!

ience" (AI 252) means that Beauty is a "quality" which "finds its

exemplification in actual occasions" or in which "such occasions can

severally participate". (AI 252) In this interaction there is an

absence of interference between prehensions (feelings). As such,

there is what Whitehead terms "adaptation l1 and this is one type of

Beauty. "Yet, since Whitehead allows for gradations of Beauty

(AI 252), when this goal of adaptation is achieved. absolute or Per

fect Beauty is not achieved. 14 What is achieved in this interac

tion towards adaptation is, merely, the "absence of painful clash,

the absence of vulgarity" (AI 252) a minor type of Beauty.

This seems to be an integral distinction which lends subs

tantial clarity to any art theory for without gradations of Beauty

there would be only one fixed standard by which to judge whether a

work is beautiful or not. This, in turn, would eliminate compara-

tive studies between beauty in the experience of one object and

beauty in the experience of another.

be illustrated by fiGure two (p.20a).

This theory of gradations can

T~is diagram repicts what is

involved in the major form of Beauty, In contrast to this, in the

minor form of Beauty there is simply a lack of mutual interference

or clash among the various prehensions, However, the major form is

such that "patterned contrasts" of prehensions (feelings) are intro

duced in addition which heighten the intensi ty of the experit-;nce:

(Cr. AI 252-3) This is achieved by an interweaving of these various

prehensions so that a "unity of parts contribute to the massive fee

lings of the Viho1e and reciprocally "the ivhole contributes to the in

tensity of the feelings of the parts", (AI 252) A valuation, which

is the "subjective form" or how of feeling, which in its decisions

(purposeful o~ cth€rwise) m~y increase or diminish intensity, is in-

valved in this case. 'l'hus the "Subjective forms of these prehen-

siens are severally and jointly

l4With respect to art i :;self, it must be noted that a"bsolute
perfection in art (through absolute Beauty) has net been achieved as
yet. (CL ITf'. p.165-l66)



interwoven into patterned contrasts". (AI 252) The example of the
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orchestra can be used advantageously. In the orchestra, not only

do the individual pieces contribute to form the unity known as the

"orchestra" but the orchestra as a unit helps to enhance the

pieces. The piano and the trumpets effectively work together with

the violins and the other instruments to give a harmonious effect

while the orchestra as a whole enhances the sound given off by the

trumpets and the piano and the violins. This pattern of mutual

enhancement by interweaving is basic in Whitehead's theory of

value and shows the interconnections in Whitehead's whole theory.

Whi tehead' s own example from aesthetics depictsjin yet another way..,

the extent to which a work of art and the feelin@which the work in

vokes are enhanced by the individual parts of the work of art and

the parts by the whole. This is because a work of art to be a

work of art must exhibit a patterned interNeaving which may be ter

med Harmony:

It is one property of a beautiful system
of objects that as entertained in a suc
cession of occasions adapted for its en
joyment, it quickly builds up a system of
apparent objects with vigorous characters.
The sculptures on the famous porch of the
Cathedral at Chartres at once assume indi~

vidual importance with definite character
while performing their office as details
in the whole. Thera is not a mere pattern
of qualitative beauty. Phere are those
statues, each with its individual beauty
and all lending themselves to the beauty
of the whole. (AI 264)15

Harmony, then, lends value to an art work and enhances our experience

of it as an 'aesthetic object. In a great work of art, however,

15As Whitehead says: "mere qualitative Harmony within an
experience comparitavely barren of objects of high significance is a
debassed type of Harnlony; tame, vague, deficient in outline or inten
tion". (AI 264)
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Figure 2.
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there exists also massivenes~ and intensitz; It is the interwea

vingof all three of these that produces the greatest beauty.

Without massiven~ss and intensity'(as well as harmony) a lack of

significance results'. Wi thout significance to aim at, vagueness,

lack of novelty, and incompleteness result. A good example is in

the sonnet form in poetry. The sonnet consists, usually, of four

teen lines and two sections. The first section is eight lines and

the second is six. The first eight lines set the theme and the

last six reiterate it in a novel way. Consequently, a specified

rhyme scheme is necessitated. If all of these ingredients occur

so will a sonnet. However, what must also occur is an aim at sig

nificance within the poem itself. This involves creative imagina

tion and an attempt at communication. If one, merely, describes a

worm or a clot of dirt and writes a sonnet to it this would seem

ludicrous. The aim must be towards some higher experience. Words

worth in his Ode to.Daffodils saves his poem from triviality by con

centrating on a subject within a subject4 His aim is not merely to

write on flowers but to discuss poetry and the creation of poems.

His aim is to depict beauty not only in nature but in his own art.

One.must keep in mind, at this stage, the distinction in

aesthetics between "Beauty ll as a quality which is, 1n the primary

sense, "realized in actual occasions which are the completely real

things in the universe" (AI 255) andilbeautiful" which is a term

which refers to lithe objective content from which the occasion ori

ginates ll (AI 255) Le. a particular object experienced on an occa

sion by a perceiver. "Beautiful l1 is a qualifying term applied by

the perceiver to an object when he, himself, enjoys the experience

of Beauty. (Cf. AI 255) The inherent value of a work of art is, in

part its ability to invoke this feeling of beauty in the subjective

experience.
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The concept of Beauty, for Whitehead, is understood in re

lation to his metaphysical world system in three ways:

(a) there is a relation between the "objective content

of a prehension and the subjective form of that prehension" (AI

253). This means that there must be some conformation between

our feelings and the object prehended; for "the qualitative content

of the object enters into the qualities exemplified in the subjec

tive form of that prehension I~ (AI 253} The conformal feelings

originate in the "conformal phase" of the concrescence which is the

process of the interweaving of feelings. Conformal feelings "tran

sform the objective content int~ subjectivefeelingsH • (PR 191)

Whitehead says that conformal feelings are "'vectors' for they

feel what is there and transform it into what is ~re". (PR 105)

(b) The concept of Beauty for Whitehead also involves a

t'uni ty of the immediate occasion in process of formation". (AI 254)

This is what Whitehead mea:~s by the mutual relation "between the

subjective forms of various prehensions in the same occasion'~ (AI

253) To see an object as beautiful on a particular occasion is

the result of a unity of prehensions and experience from the past

acting and combining with the present experience.

(0) For an object to possess Beauty there must also

exist a relationship "between the subjective form of a prehension

and the spontaneity involved in the subjective aim of the prehen

ding occasion" (AI 253) or what Whitehead calls the " synthesis of

subjective forms derived conformally" (AI 255) by means of a

regulative principle which, itself, is derived from a "novel unity"

imposed by the novel entity in its process of concrescence. This

involves the operation of the mental pole with its potentiality for

freedom or self-causation and imagination. It is also related to

the principle that the enhancement of the self is the ultimate aim
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of an aesthetic experience~

So far the discussion has centered around Beauty in re

lation to an harmonious pattern; but Vfuitehead does not w~sh to

rule out cases in which discord or imperfe?tion exemplify the form

of Beauty. In fact, Beauty, at times, may be more the result of

discord than of Harmony. If this is the case then there would

seem to be a contradiction. If the llperfection of Beauty is the

perfection of Harm?ny" (AI 252) then how could discord or ugliness

exemplify the form of Beauty? Discord has always been associated

with ugliness but should it be? The answer which is possible is

23

that discord and ugliness may not be the same thing. Discord, is,

at times, more preferable because of the rare occasions when llper_

feet ion would be deadening" and discord would be turned into good or

have value. In these cases discord would avoid monotony.16 For

example, if discord .within a painting proved unique to the extent

that it avoided the monotony of the type involved within the pain

tings of the conventional school in Ancient Greece (where repetition

leads to boredom) or in the eighteenth century with the pastoral

convention in poetry; then discord would, indeed, prove a viable

element in the attainment of value. This means that freshness and

novelty are as important in respect to the promotion of the beauti

ful within an art object as is harmony; and if discord provides this

novelty where harmony and perfection do not then discord is to be

preferred in such cases.*

16This is further stated by Lucien Price in the Dialog~es
where he quotes a conversation he had with Whitehead about art.
Whitehead here says that IIArt flourishes when there is a sense of
adventure, a sense of nothing having been done before, of complete
freedom to experiment; but when caution comes in you get repetition
and repetition is the death of· art." (Dialogues, 142-3)

*Discord may be the opposite of Harmony but the point is
that in some cases total Harmony is more deadening and less condu
cive to an attainment of value.
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Intensities of all sense qualities)such as colours)are also

important in enhancing beauty. An example is the

aesthetic beauty which is either present or lacking when enjoying

a work of art such as a painting. This aesthetic beautYJif pre

sen~ may be enhanced by such qualities as colour and texture (Cf.

b~ 81-82). Whitehead says once again that

the qualitative content of the object pre
hended enters into the qualities exempli
fied in the subjective form of that prehen
sion. (AI 255)

In the case of the work of art, it can be seen that man has

an advantage over other creatures in nature which can not experience

colour. Some highly developed creatures (eg. dogs) do not even

experience colour; and yet, as Whitehead seems to imply, aesthetic

enjoyment is to some extent dependent on it. A colour blind man or

animal can perceive beauty, but neither can perceive beauty (other
/ / )

factors being equal) to as great an extent as someone who can per-

ceive colour. The addition of such qualities as colour would then

seem to aid in the attainment of a higher grade of value through the

provision of a more vivid picture of things. Pictorial art, for

example, is related to an effective use of colour producing a higher

grade of beauty.

From the above there is no implication that the quality of

Beauty is solely dependent on the perceiver for the perceiver only

perceives the objective content provided by the beautiful object.

As Whitehead puts it,

There is a unity in the universe enjoying
value and (by immanence) sharing value.
For example take the subtle beauty of a
flower in some isolated glade of a primeval
forest. No animal has ever had the subtlety
of experience to enjoy its full beauty. And
yet this beauty is a grand fact of nature. (MT 164)



This means that the beauty which the object pr.'omotEfa is somehow

inherent. It is inherent in that while it takes a perceiver to

interact with the object the flower to produce the exper-

ience of Beauty: there is)nevertheles~a quality inhering in the

object. Yet it is only through the participating, as well as the

observing subject-superject that intrinsic beauty is produced •.

The flower, itself, is not aware of its "beautyll as aest~. It

is through Man who brings along with him his capacity for aesthetic

enjoyment as well as his past experiences, values, and notions of

"things beautiful" that intrinsic beauty emerges. The subject

superject, in some sense, as an active participater, is needed not

only to be able to perceive the "beautiful" but also (through the

act of creativity) to enhance his own experience of it to make

this experience of beauty greater than what is prOVided for by the

inherent value of the art object.

Three related considerations are of further concern in this

discussion of beauty. The first is that, for Whitehead, "spontanaity

and originality of decision belongs to the essence of each actual

occasion" (AI 253); and this includes the occasion experiencing

beauty. This is so because of the functioning of the conceptual

pole in creative imagination which enhances the experience of beauty

and of what is beautiful. The second consideration is that the

highest enjoymentjrather than perfection per se)is the key aim; for

even "perfection at a low level ranks below imperfection with a

higher aim". (AI 264) Of course, Haromony when it tends toward

higher goals, as previously noted (p. 20) is better than discord.

This is the case when Harmony seeks the ultimate aim of enjoyment by

use of novelty and freshness of prehensions. Finally, the enjoyment

of Harmony is the result of the fact that conscious experience

"derives its strength from the concurrence of significant individual

objects and its O\VTI existence adds to the significance of those ob

jects". (AI 263) (This will be elaborated upon :lin Chapter Three.)
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The !attainment of such a goal involves the notion of spontaneity as

a way of eliminating discordant elements in our individual experien

ces. It also involves a conscious interpretation which allows for

variety and novelty and an application of meaning or significance by

ooncentrating on and imaginatively enhancing specific areas of Reality

through the purposeful selection of data and conceptual reversion.

For Whitehead, however, Truth as well as Beauty is important

for-aesthetic values.

Beauty so far as it concerns its exemplifi
cation in Appearance alone, does not neces
sarily involve the attain~ent of truth.
Appearance is beautiful when the qualitative
objects which compose it are interwoven in
patterned contrasts so that the prehensions
of the whole of its parts produces the fullest
harmony of mutual support ••• It is evident
that when appearance has obtained truth in
addition to beauty, harmony in a wider sense
has been produced. For in this sense, it
also involves the relation of appearance to
reality."· Thus when the adaptation of appea
rance to reality has obtained truthful Beauty,
there is a perfection of art. (AI 267-268)

Since the prime function of Beauty is to enrich our lives, if this

capacity for its promotion is within a work of art, then this is, at

times, possible. Yet, as noted above, beauty alone is not what

makes a work of art a work of art. Nor is beauty the only ingre

dient by which a work of art becomes an aesthetic object within the

aesthetic situation.

in a wider sense.

Truth is also important in achieving harmony
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(ii)

.. The Importance of Truth

"All great art (and for that matter every
human order stabilized by tradition) rests
on a fundamentally fixed correspondence
between the impact of external experience
on man and man's articulate answers." 17

From a non-Whiteheadian viewpoint, it might seem that the

concept of truth is of relative unimportance in art theory or

that truth is seen merely in its historic function as "historic

truth". It would seem, also, that man has a bad habit of in-

troducing "pat ll one-phrase generalities to expound the nature of

this or to disclose the properties of that. Thus "philosophy"

is termed "the pursuit of Wisdom"; science "the pursuit of know

ledge" and art "the pursuit of beauty'''. All of these definitions

are fine up to a point but they are not wh~lly accurate· - -espe

cially the last. From the standpoint of the last definition it

would seem that truth or the concept of truth plays a minimal role

in aesthetics. If one were to ask: "Is this painting true?" the

response would likely be liDo you mean true to life? If so what a

naive doctrine to hold; that a painting should be true to life.

Imagine!" still others, not wholly convinced that the notion

"true" could be applied to aesthetics at all would dismiss the

question as nonsense.

Indeed there seemytto be some difficult problems raised

when one tries to introduce truth into art. theory. Santayana,

17Erich Heller, The Disinherited Mind, (Cambridge, Bowes &
Bowes}1952) p. 136
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,

for example, wants to limit art to the sense of beauty. Yet,

truth ~s an important element in any art theory; for contrary

to Santayana, truth contributes greatly to aesthetic experience.

It is the very discovery of the ~ing contained in works of

art that lends t,o their value, and ar-bistic truth involves the

meaning of that symbol or group of symbols which is the work of

al't. Artistic truth which is "all significance , expressiveness,

articulateness has degrees; therefore, works of ar~ may be good

or bad, and each must be judged on our experience of its revela

tions".18

To conclude this preliminary discussion on the importance

of truth in art there is one final question posed by Arnold Isen

berg whose-answer lies both within itself and in the next_part of

this section:

What is so glorious about Truth?
Why should a quality which all except
the demented commonly attain in grea~er

number of their ideas be considered so
precious as to increase the stature of
a Milton or a Beethoven if-it can be as-
cribed to him? 19 -

What indeed?

Truth, for Whitehead is the "conformation of appearance to

reality" (AI 241). "Reality, as one side of a two-sided coin,

refers to the prehension or raw data20 of actual entities

18S• Langer, Philosophy in a New Ke~, (Mentor, New York,
1951) p.222

19Cf • Arnold Isenberg, JAAC xiii (March, 1955) 3, 400.

20The distinction between "appearance and reality" is groun
ded upon the process of self-formation of each actual occasion. The
objective content of the initial phase of reception is the real ante
cedent world, as given for that occasion. This is the 'reality' from
which the creative advance starts. (AI 210)



by other actual entities.

the objec{ive content for

This constitutes only one aspect of
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the 'objective content of an occasion
of experience sorts itself out under
two contrasted characters Appearance
and Reality ••• the division between
appearance and reality does not cover
the whole of experience. It only con
cerns the objective content and omits
the subjective form of the immediate
occasion in question. (AI 209)

Appearance, then, is the other side of the coin. This

follows the prehension of raw data at the first phase of concres

cence and the subsequent conceptual valuation or reversion) which

arises from the use of this raw data (because of the subjective

aim of the prehending actual entity). It must be noted, in addi

tion, that Appearance as Whitehead conceives it' is "a product of

Mentality". (AI 212)

By way of illustration it is helpful to recall the phases

of concrescence. As depicted in diagram fig. 1, it is only at

the fourth stage of concrescence that appearance comes out; for as

Whitehead says:

The unconscious entertainment of
propositions is a stage in the trans
ition from the Reality of the initial
phase of experience to the Appearance
of the final phase. (AI 313)

During the second and third phases the physical feelings conforming

to the object (the reality) have gone through a process by which

the components of physical feelings in the first stage are conce

ptually entertained as derivitive feelings in the second stage or

else they are reverted into novel feelings. When these conceptual
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feelings function as the "predicative pattern" of the original

physical feelings a proposition emerges~ Propositional feelings

~nvolving comparisons of propositions with the original elements

may occur at the third stage. Ultimately intellectual feelings

-or judgements which involve more complicated comparisons, analyses

and judgements may occur at the fourth stage of concrescence. It

is at this final discriminatory stage that appearance enters.

It must be noted, as an important point in passing, that

there is a difference between intellectu~l and ~potional experience

in aesthetic experiences; for there are both ?ighe! and lower

types of aesthetic experience. fntellectual experience always in

volves conscious critical judgement at the peak of the experience.

This includes critical appreciation and the understanding of the

parts of the work of art related tb the whole. At a still higher

lev~l knowledge of art is needed a knowledge of form, str ucture,

styles etc. On th~ other hand,. some aestheticians claim that the

only way to have a true aesthetic experience is from the emotional

level and that the intellectual experience is what depreciates the

aesthetic enjoyment. However, both are necessary.· Vli'thout emo

tionalaspects, the result would be sheer feats of intellectual ab

straction; and Without the intellectual process, aesthetic enjoy

ment is not complete.

Previously,· it was noted that, for Whitehead, Truth is the

"conformation of Appearance to Reality" (AI 241) that is to say the

"appearance" is true if "it provides an accurate report of the data

to whioh it refersu •
21 A truth relation is a oonformation invol';"

d f t · 22ving mo es 0 percep lon.

-------_._.._"----
21A•H•. Johnson, WhitGhea~-rs thilosoph~~f CiVilization (New

York, 1962) p.6. Hereafter abbreviated to WPC.

22A•H• Johnson, Whitehead's Theorl of Reality (Boston 1952)
pp.llOff. Hereafter abbreviated.to WTR.
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For Whitehead perception, itself, has both"a pure and a

mixed mode. The former involves two notions: presentational

immediacjr and ~sal efficacl' Perception in the mode of

. £.ausal efficacy is the basic mode in which we inherit prehensions

(feelings) from past data. These are significantly functioning

in all actual entities but they are llvague, massive, inarticulate

and felt as the efficaciousness of the past ll •23 This is a crude

type of perception whereas perception in the mode of P!esepyationa~

immediac~ is highly sophisticated for it, involves a clear notion in

the consciousness of the perceiver of a relation or number of rela-

tions in the external world. For example, in the case of a flash

of light, the perception in the mode of presen~ational i~~ediacy is
se'eing the flash of light; while in the mode of causal efficacy the

person "feels that the experiences of the eye in the matter of the

i'lash are causal in the blink." CPR 203), Thus, the flash makes the

blink. Whitehead's view is that causal efficacy is experienced as

an actual mode of perception.

In the mode of presentational immediacy, however, the contem-
'. -,

porary world is consciously prehended as a continuum of external re-

lations. (Cf. PR 145) Presentational Immediacy, unlike Causal Effi-

cacy which transmits data of the past into the present that are

vague~ but concrete in quality; transmits clear, sharp, concise data

which are "spatially located but cut off, self~contained temporally~24

Presentational immediacy in its pure form is not the perception of

"Reality" of the real world. For example, no actual entity can

prehend contemporanious actual entities purel~ but must rely on

,., ..
CJD.W. Sherburne, A Key to Whitehead's Process and Reality

op. cit. p.209. Note: Hereafter simp"ly abbreviated to '''AKey-etc.''

240p • Cit. p.237
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~s~orical rou~;25percePtion in the mode of presentational im

mediacy when it i-E.. perception of contemporary "images" is nan

'impure prehension'''. (PR 79) Another example is the perception

of a red flower. The immedia,te perception is a perception similar

to what Russell would call "Flower there nowtl • However, the

flower's tinowness" that the perceiving-superject sees is the

25The whole notion of historical routes and how and why we
do not directly perceive contempol'aries is better explicated b;r White
head in p2:0cess and Reality- p.79. The subject-superject (which is
called this because it is not only the subject.of experiences but
also superjects experiences to other occasions) receives data, even in
presentational immediacy, from the immediate past of its contempora
ries. If one wants to talk about na tu:re and "real" things in nature

such as a chair Whitehead s~ys;

external nature has an indirect rel~vance by the
transmission through it of analogous prehensions.
In this way, there are in it various historical
routes of intermediate objectifications. Such
relevant historical routes lead up to various parts
of the animal body, and transmit into it prehensions
which form the physical influence of the external
environment on the animal body. But this external
environment which is in the past of the concrescent
subject is also, with negligible exceptions, in the
past of the nexus which· is the objectified chair
image. If there be a '.real chair', there will be
another historical route of objectifications from
nexus to nexus in this environment. ·The m~mbers

of each nexus will be mutually contemporaries.
Also the historical route will lead up to the nexus
which is the chair-image. The complete nexus, com
posed of this historical route and~he chair-image,
will form a 'corpuscular' society. This society is
the 'real chair' •••• The animal body is so constru
cted that, with rough accuracy and in the normal
conditions, important emphasis is thus laid upon
those regions in the contemporary. world which are
particularly relevant for the future existence of the
enduring object of which the immediate percipient is
one occasion~ (PR 79)

This, too, would help explain the first three phases of concres
cence seen in the diagram on p.~a of this thesis; for error can
enter when mistakes in perception of the raw data are made on the
conceptual level.
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contemporary image and not its own real contemporary in the his

torical r6ute of the flower.

Besides these two modes of perception, there is also a

combined or mixed mode of perception in which both abstractness

and ~ymbolic referenc~ make their appearance. Moreover, it is

this mixed mode of perception which I1 characterizes the fully alert

human perception l1 •
26 . This involves an awareness that when we see

this red flower, there is a past associated with it and probably a

future.(ef. note on P.~ For, we peroeive the flower as located

in a partioular spatial region and also as an entity in itself with

a past and a future. The ability to perceive in this mixed mode

of perception, then, means the awareness of historic routes of ao-

tual entities which are contemporaries. It means that both presen-

tational immediaoy and casual efficaoy, working together, integrated

and interplaying with each other, are needed in order for both con

soiousness and oomplete awareness to arise. This, too, is why Hume

waS right in exposing the limitations of peroeptions in the mode of

presentational immediacy alone; sinoe his analysis faiie~ to adequa

telyaccount for the causal influence. Whitehead "holds that there

is a causal influence that permeates ordinary perception" 27 and

that "the mixed mode of symbolio reference peroeives the stone both

as clearly located in a contemporary region of space and yet as also
28a persisting entity with a past and an efficacy in the future".

Our concept of ~ym~o~ic referenoe is linked to presentation

al i~~ediacy and to causal efficacy in yet another way. From the

standpoint of immediacy, the notion of truth is that of a relation

26D•W• Sherburne, A Key etc. p.247

27Ibid.--
28Ibid •
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between what we perceive as "appearance" and what actually ~ the

case. However, in casual efficacy the truth relation functions in

comparitively determining or actually verifying that the appearance

of a thing on a particular given occasion does, in fact, conform to

previous prehensions of that thing and to other relevant past data'

(as well as to future perceptions) in the mode of casual efficacy.

In our experience of these past data, conceptual reversion as

imaginative abstraction sometimes comes into play. Conceptual re-

version, as we have already stated, is involved in the conscious al

teration or adaptation of a real prehension. (Cf. p.29) In this

sense truth remains but is purposefully minimized. This can be done

only as long as one is consciously aware of the relation between ap

pearance and reality and between presentational immediacy and cawsal

efficacy in perception. In abstract art, for example, one knows the

reality or truth of w'hat a woman looks like; 'Out. by abstracting from

the reality of the subject, (Le. the woman·) one comes up with novelty

(eg. Picasso's Weeping Woman)~ Thus there is a higher level of fee

ling going on as a result of a higher, directed, abstracting from re

ality.

Truth is then seen 'as a "qualification which applies to Appea

rance alone" (AI 241) for "appearance is one product of our mentality•

. (AI 212) As such it is only "in high-grade occasions of experience

which are the components in •••. animal life •••• " (AI 211) that appea

rance is considered at all. Furthermore, it is in the peculiar

society of actual entities which becomes, consciously aware of its

own personal society of occasions that appearance is "sufficiently

co-ordinated to be effective." . (AI 211)

Thus, it would seem that in the higher animals the discovery of

the notions of appearance and realit~ (and the very conscious connec

tion which enables this distinction to occur) leads one to the

~This is also true of such schools of sculpture and art as cubism
such as that of Henri Laurens or RamonQ Duchamp-Villon.
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conclusion that Whitehead is not simply referring to that higher

animal called man. He is also implying that man, because he has

consciousness and enjoys these high-grade experiences, depends

Eredo,ninantl;y: on appearance for "in our conscious perception appea

rance is dominant." (AI 212)

For Whitehead however, mental functioning is not a compli

cated, complex, subtle activity which in some way adds

subtlety to the content of experience.
The exact opposite is the case. Menta
lity is an agent of simplification; and
for this reason appearance is an incredibly
simplified edition of reality. (AI 213)

Questions about truth and falsity can thus be asked only about Appea

rance. Thus our mental functions, too, seem to simplify our expe-

rience to conglomerate our experience, as'it were, of a group of

occasions into-a single entity; forgetting that this nexus is, ~

!ac~, a group of entities. A concrete example makes clear what

Whitehead has in mind. When someone is listening to an orchestra,

there is a "transference of the oharacteristic from the individuals

to the group as one. f1 (AI 213) This orchestra is called loud f1in

virtue of the perceived loudness of the indiVidual members with their

musical instruments". (AI 213) All this is a product of mental en-

-gineering; of the feeling of the unity of the whole which comes

through concrescence. Examples can be drawn from other media such

as the ~~ where the aesthetic feeling derived comes through my

judgement of the whole dance; and the parts again tend to enhance the

whole (and become whole). Thus, in the first example, one does not

when asked "what is this group of instruments called?1l proceed to give

a list of the diffexent instruments and distinguish their function;

but proceeds to define the conglomerate itself as "orchestra".
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Truth, has a l1variety of degrees and modes" (AI 241) and one
\

can never say for certain that a thing is absolutely true. For ex-

ample, a realist painting put in place of a glass in a window frame

and observed at the distance of another room, may look real and may

be mistaken for reality; but it is only an imitation of reality and

its "truthf'ulness then amounts to deception". (AI 241) In this case

error occurs in judgement in the fourth phrase of concrescenoe: other

phases may help to produce error, but judgement occurs only in the

fourth phase.

If the truth value on'a given occasion can be questioned;

then, in that case, truth must be placed in its proper perspective

as a relation which when concerned with propositions, for example,

are neither wholly true or false; for "few propositions are entirely

true or false".29 Furthermore/it is more important that a proposi

tion be interesting than true" (AI 244) and even a false proposition,

can still perform an important function or value: I1the value of an

occasional vacation from the world of reality by entry into the world

of 'make believe t .,,30 This is what most fiction does; for it trans

ports us into its own world. However, both Whitehead and Johnson

(as he is quoted above) would agree that there are degrees of .interest

and l1 a true proposition, is more apt to be interest,ing than a faJ. se
. 31

oneil. This can be illustrated more readily by an aesthetic example

and will be discussed shortly.

However, it should be noted, once again, that in respect to

objects of experience themselves; we do not know Truth itself but

only truth relations, and truth relations are concerned not only with

29A•H• Johnson, WTR, p.lOl.

300p • Ci!.., p.103

31Ibid •
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abstract patterns but also with concrete realities:

a truth relation32 will be said to connect
the objective contents of two prehensions
when one and the same identical partial
pattern can be abstracted from both of them. (AI 242)

In a certain sense this is similar to Plato's relation between parti

oipating partioulars since the relation is one "of composite fact to

some partial pattern it illustrates." (AI 242) However, Whitehead's

notion differs from Plato's in that it deals not only with "abstract

patterns of qualitative elements" (AI 242) as does Plato's but with

their relation to "concrete particular realities". The question now

arises as to how the notion of a truth-.~el.ation applies in art.

(iii)

Truth and Art. --

Art, for the most part, involves truth in a §Y.~bo~iS sense:

The relation of Appearance to Reality when
there is a symbolic truth is that for cer
tain sets of percipients the prehension of
the Appearance leads to the prehension of
the Reality, such that the subjective forms
of the two prehensions are conformal. (AI 248)

There is, however, no causal effect in art; i.e. "in no direct sense

is the Appearance the cause of the Reality, or the Reality the cause

of the Appearance." ·(AI 248) It just happened that a oonnection

between Appearance and Reality arose and was."prehended in the

~?

-'~Our experience, for example of the red flower as flFlower-
there-now" is true in so far as we relate this present experience to
past expoI'iences of IIFlower-there-now" and also relate 01.mi idea of
"flower", based on these past prehensions, to the present situation;
in oI'der to arrive at the truth of' the statement or observaGion that
"there is a flower there now ll

• This is what is meant by truth relation.
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experience of those percipients. In their own natures, the Appea4

ranees throw no light upon the Realities nor do the Realities throw

any light upon the Appearances except in the experience of a set of

peouliarly conditioned peroipients." (AI 248) Whitehead give!3.us

the example of language and its meaning. Concerning the aesthetics

of literature he says that "language not only conveys objective

meaning but also involves aconv~yanceo:r§Y9._j~cti}J:~form" (AI 249):
that is to say, not only is the objective meaning conveyed; but also

some expression of the feelings is brought in by the past and present

prehensions and experiences of the reader.

Mus!£, as an example of one of the arts, has I1 symbolio"

truth or falsehood. This involves the concept of art as providing

meaning. In the case of music Whitehead would say that the "con-"

veyance of objective meaning is at a minimum" and the "conveyance

of suitable form is at its height." (AI 249) If music is misunder

stood, then, it is because one's own conception of what that music

"1s" or l1is about" does not conform to what 11 really is and Vie have

error occuring. For example I may misinterpret the meaning behind a

piece such as one of Mozart's and think that in" general the notion of

the symbolic relation of this music to human feelings seems to imply

that the piece is a happy one whereas Nlozart meant it to convey sere

nity. The "symbolio relation" of music to human feelings ha~ a fur

ther implication with respect to music as a civilizing art.

Music as a civilizing art, is supposed to interp~et the sen=

timents and feelings of man and provide a means of emotional release

in which feelings are expressed and given meaning in a concrete form:

Musio elicits some confused feelings into
distinct apprehension. It performs this
service (or disservice) by introducing an
emotional clothing which changes the dim
objective reality into a clear Appearance
matching the subjective form provided for
its prehension. (AI ~49)
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Thus the truth relation between music and Reality is in the

ilcommunity of subjective form" (AI 249) that is to say, it

is related to Man as perceiver; as creator of music itself;

and as emotive expressor.

Music, then, illustrates the "truth relation" between

Appearance and Reality.(cf. AI 249) For example, music may

set forth the struggle of nations; expressing in abstract form

(the music itself) this concrete event.

The above discussion also applies to the other arts such

as fine art, poetry et cetera. However, it can be' noted, that

art need not have a truth relation to actual fact. For example

a painting does not have to be true in the sense of "true to

life" nor does it have to express what is ~n fac!. true. ThiS,

too, is what is meant by "symbolic". Fiction, for example, while

it may stress general truths (Le. it may take place in the U.S.A.

or represent some historical character who· really lived) more often

than not takes for granted that we know that the main characters

in the plot or else the events themselves are not real and did not

actually in reality. take place. Why this is so will be

discussed in greater detail later on. For the present, suffice it

to say that Whitehead's theory would admit this. As Johnson says:

You don't go through Shakespeare or a detective story and at the

end of each sentence say 'true' or 'false,.,,33 As Wallace Stevens

33 A.H. Johnson, WT~ p.103.
Cf. also John Hosper's article "Implied Truth in Literature" p.20l
of Philos~phy Looks at the Arts (Margolis ed. New York, 1962); where
he says something similar!

.To be sure, the sentences in poetry are richer in
suggestion than most of the sentences we utter, but
this does not make them "mean" in a different way;
it only shows that we respond to them somewhat dif
;ferentJ.y.. • • • We are moved but not (usuail~
action when we read that nPoor Tom's a bit cold", we
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says "Fictive things wink as they will". Thus/in the context of \

a play, the truth of the particular portion lies in relation to

the rest of the play (i.e. to the world created by the play) and

not tq actual fact. This point will be illustrated in the dis

oussion of psycliiualdistance in chapter three. Whitehead states

concisely the role qf truth and falsehood in saying that

the complex fusion of truth relations
with their falsehoods intermixed, cons
titutes the indirect interpretative
power of Art to express the truth about
the nature of things. (Ar 249)

Whitehead says on one occasion that we a.ll want the Ilblunt

truth" (AI 250) where Appearance conforms to Reality I1clearlytl and

"distinctly" in such a way that there is little difference between

the two; for "it is this that makes Art possible." (AI 251) Exam

ples would be seeing blue skies "bluely" or green leaves "greenly".

It is this that "procures the glory of perceived nature". (AI 250)

Rowe~r, "blunt" truth does not seem to be the complete notion of

truth which we have in mind when we talk about art; for in art the

notion of "falsehoods" is of great importance. This means that we

can and ~ abstract from reality in such things as paintings.

do not go out to fetoh a -blarucet nor do we
gather flowers to put on Cordelia's casket. (p.201)

Sherburne, however, would refuse to admit that one could
achieve-aesthetic experience in reading adventure stories or mys
tery novels. Quoting Ducasse, he says that the enjo~nent derived
from adventure fiction (i.e. the illusion of living through the ad
ventures) is "no more aesthetic than the precisely similar pleasure
of watching a football game, a thrilling rescue or a dramatic escape"
(A Whiteheadian Aesthetic Yale, New Haven, 1961) p.149. (Hereafter
referred to as WA). Yet this analogy is not only faulty but unbe
coming of an aeSthetician)since the novelist's attempt is precisely
to create this very illusion within the reader. If he succeedsjthen
aesthetic experience and response should follow.
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Through conceptual reversion we can purposefully alter the truth and

paint grass purple or a sky blood red to evoke some feeling in the

observer; where an ordinary sky or ordinary grass would have resulted

not in an increase of value or a novelty of experience; but a loss of

value and a step towards boredom. We can do this as long as we re

member that all grass is not blue or that .skies are blue and not red.

This notion can be extended to show that Vfuitehead would be

right at home, as it were, with impressionistic, abstractionistic and

Dalian forms of painting as well as the more conventional realist and

neoclassicist. Yet, Whitehead would probably add, that if it were

the case that what we normally saw in perception did not conform in

some way, to what things were really like; then "the values of the

percept would be at the mercy of the chance makeup of the other com

ponents of experience. 11 (AI 251) That is to say, if man did not

normally experience sense as indicative of the real world; no subjec

tive pattern or form could be applied to anything. For example, in

the case of mathematics, Whitehead wants to- say that numbers or mathe

matical relations are "merely a condition regulating some pattern of

effective components" (AI 251); and, therefore, "mere triplicacy

can dictate no subjective form for its prehension. And there lies

the difference between the sensa and the abstract mathematical formsl!

(AI 251); for the "sensa themselves enter into the subjective forms

of their physical prehensions". (AI 251) 'rhere is, then, in this

case, a "universality of truth because of the universality of inter

relations between actual entities ll
•
34 This is how one can answer

the question: Is there any grounds for belief that sensa and their

related subjective forms are indicative of Reality?

But, before this section is conclUded, it must be noted

34.~. _. mr~~
-A.ti. JonnsoI1, jyl'rt p.104.
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that truths in art are "dim massive truths,,35 whose dim elements

provide for art that final background of
tone apart from which its effects fade.
The type of Truth art seeks lies in the
eliciting of this background to haunt the
object presented for clear consciousness.
This concept of aesthetic truth hasimpor
tant consequences for the theory of beauty
and lifts it from its one dimensional 6
character provided by appearance alone. 3

In these last three sections it has become evident that the

concept of Beauty, for Whitehead, is a broader and more basic one

than that of truth. This is so for the following reasons: Where

truth is merely concerned with the "conformation of Appearance to

Reality" or, in other words, with the "relations of Appearance to

Reality" (AI 265); Beauty is

••• the interna137 conformation of the various
items of experience with each other, for the
production of maximum effectiveness. Beauty
thus concerns the inter-relations of the
various components of Reality, and also the
inter-relations of the various components of
Appearance, and also the relations of Appea
rance to Reality. (AI 265)

Moreover, Truth involves a truth-relation but a truth relation is

not important in itself. It is important in its relation to other

factors. On the .other hand "Beauty is left as the one aim which by

its very nature is self-justifying". (AI 266)

This is not to say, however, that Truth is of negligible

value in the promotion of Beauty for as Whitehead says:

35 D.W. Sherburne, WA p.188.·

36 Ibid., p.189.
'7~

JI my underlining for emphasis.

"... the
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truth-relation remains the simple, direct mode of realizing Harmony
\

There is a blunt force about Truth which in the subjective

form of its prehension is akin to cleanliness namely, the remo-

. val of dirt, which is unwanted irrelevance". (AI 266)

For these various reasons there is a mutual effect between

Truth and Beauty which appears as a lucid illustration in Art.

(iv)

Whitehead's The~ry of Art

Whitehead has said in his Remarks that his own belief is

that "at present the most fruitful because the most neglected star

ting point is that section of value-theory which we term aestheticsll}B

There seems to be a general trend, too, in Whitehead's ontology to

wards a broadened notion of value as ultimately leading into aes

thetic value. Moreover, if there is, as Vlliitehead wants to claim,

an indisputable link between Truth and Beauty such that "the general

importance of Truth for .the promotion of Beauty is overwhelmingll (AI

266) and if Truth, as we have just seen, is "the conformation of
. .

Appearance to Reality" (AI 241); whereas Beauty is the llmutual adap-

tation of the several factors in an occasion of experience" (AI 252);

one may very well expect Art to be related to Truth and Beauty i.e.

there is a mutual relation between the objective content of the pre

hension (feeling) and the subjective form of that prehension. This

would mean that all art as Whitehead defines art is the "purposeful

adaptation of Appearance to Reality". (AI 267) Art is/ therefore/~an

internal.. activi ty of changing and creating things (effected by

the subjective aim of its creator) for the purpose of achieving a

unity, integration and enhancement of value-experience through Har-

mony.

1937 )
1961)

38
A.1L Whitehead, "Remarks" in Philosop~eviewXLVI (March

also in The Interpretation of Sc~ence (ed. by Johnson) (New York
pp. 204-213.
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This is where the functioning of the mental pole comes in.

The mental pole with the aid of conceptual revers~~ and transmuta

~ (i.e. a funnelling of past perceptions unto the contemporary

occasion) abstracts from reality and the various experiences.

Abstract art is, again,' a useful example. In abstract art the

artist effects, by means of conceptual reversion,a purposeful change

in Reality to heighten some particular part. This is done in order

to give the painting, as a whole, a greater ability to be an enhan

cing means for the perceiver in his aim at novelty and enjoyment.

It serves also to communicate the feelings of the artist.

One would also suspect that I1purposeful adaptation l1 implies

an end. This concept of end is brought in from Whitehead's meta

physics into his aesthetics. Thus the subjective aim (or "final

causation" if one is permitted to use Aristotle's terminology) is

brought into play. This end which may be called the purpose of art

"is twofold - namely Truth and Beauty". (AI 267) 39

Art is dependant on both of these qualities. The lack of

one or the other is harmful for l1in the absence of Truth, Beauty is

on a lower level with a defect of massiveness. In the absence of

Beauty, Truth sinks to triViality. Truth matters because of
. .
Beauty". (AI 267) Most works of art express Beauty (if they are

good works of art).but unless some truth is also expressed the be-
"holder of the work of art can not have a strong reaction to it in

39 In line with this. is the notion that all art is a stri
ving for perfection. Whitehead says that "perfection of art has
only one end, which is Trut'hful Beauty." (AI 267) He also points
out that no art, even great art has achieved such a goal (Th~ 62);
nevertheless it is the striving for it that is important.
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any positive way.40

A work of art "turns the abstract into the concrete and the

concrete into the abstract" for "if values are already present in a

situation then art consists of arranging the facts so that attention

may be directed to the enshrined values".4l Thus,as stated pre

v.iously (and soon to be elaborated upon) a great symphony (eg. "1812

Overture") can express the concreteness of the rise and fall of

nations in abstract notations or a great work of art such as Picas

so's "Guernica" can express the abstract totality of"" war in a con-

orete form by conoentrating on one aspect of it the horror of

war. Art can focus on a trivial thing (eg. Wordsworth's "To a

Daffodil") and bring it into our awareness, and can express abstract

notions such as loyalty ego in Shakespeare's HenryV or concrete emo

tions such as hate (Hamlet), love (Romeo and. JUliet), or even jealousy

(Othello).

Whitehead's account does not eliminate the concept of "ugli-

ness" in the aesthetic object. Ugliness is a type of discord which

40 A.H. Johnson, Whitehead's Theory of Reality (op.cit.)p.l06.

Whitehead also says that:
Beauty so far as it concerns its exemplification
in Appearance alone, does not necessarily involve
the attainment of truth. Appearance is beauti-
ful when the qualitative objects which compose it
are interwoven in patterned contrasts so that the
prehensions of the whole of its parts produce the
fullest harmony of mutual support.... It is evi
dent that when appearance has obtained truth in
addition to be~uty, harmony in a wider sense has
been produced. For in this sense, it also involves
the relation between appearance~ reality. Thus
when the adaptation of appearance to reality has
obtained truthful Beauty, there is a perfection
of art. (AI 267-268)

41 AsH. Johnson, WTR p.106.



can induce aesthetic response. If the form of a painting is ugly
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in the sense of not arousing a sense of the beautiful within the re

spondent it may still arouse interest and thereby increase value

because of some novel aspect. Ugliness can also imply a non-harmo

nius relationship pf form within a painting ego a olashing. In

fact, this is true in the painting just mentioned Guernica

whioh is neither beautiful in subject matter nor harmonious but which

leads to an aesthetic response because of its novelty of subject and

theme the ability to vividly depict the horror of war. Our

attention is focused precisely upon the clash of the parts and this is I"

what is of interest. Through ugliness then, one may have just as

valid an aesthetic response as through the beautiful. Both experie-
;.3-

nces tend to show the possibilities an9ftend to enhance (though in di- ':,

verse ways) the aesthetic response sin~e both are ultimately concer-
42 .'

ned with truth.

For Whitehead one purpose of art is that it has a "ourI"8.tive

function in human experience when it reveals as in a flash intimate

absolute truth regarding the nature of things". (AI 272) Thus, the

necessity for both truth and beauty in art (along with other elements

which might achieve the ultimate goal of higher experience and attain

ment of value feeling) has become apparent. The purpose of both is

the 'same; for both aid in the attainment ofaesthetio value.

42 Of cours?when one says that it is just as valid an ex
perience as that achieved vrhen beauty is present this does not mean
that it is preferable at all times. Beauty/and especially truthful
beauty/is more preferable, if possible, than discord and ugliness~

This raises another side question, but one which is pertinent in aes
thetic theory. If a painting de'picts ugliness in such a way that
an aesthetic response is achieved does this painting then possess
80me "artistically" beautiful qualities. 'l'he answer must be a posi
tive one for there seems to be a difference between an ugly painting
(aesthetically ugly) and the depiction of ugliness in a painting of
aesthetic merit.



Nevertheless it still remains to be shown how the artistic process\

works within the individual such that the qualities possessed .by

an art object truth and beauty may result tn the creation

of an aesthetic object within the aesthetic experience.

47



Chapter III

Art and the Individual

(i)

The Conscious Self and the Conscious

Aim at Value

Basic to any discussion of the arousal of aesthetic experience

ia an analysis of the creative process within the individual. For

this purpose I am obliged to Whitehead for his lucid introspections

on consciousness. The background for this chapter W8,S laid in the

first and second chapters. The implications of Whiteheadls theory

of consciousness for aesthetics are drawn out and elaborated upon

within this chapter.

The notion of self-consciousness is that of unity of a route

. of occasions of experience involving the conscious awareness of a

persistent identy from past to present. Memory seems to be the limc-

up between past and present. If, as ])ouglas Browning say's, every-

thing that exists is composed of actual entities which "exist only in

the sense in which they' are objectified in live ones"; 43 then it is

also true that memory is the awareness of the objectification of the

efficacious past in present actuality. (:i.. e. the awal'eness of the

already experienoed past on the present situatipn.) IIIlemoryll in

this c~, is of short term duration for our "awarenessll of personal

identity is governed by the link up between immediato past and the

present:

4j]) 1 B . II"" • t; l' Th f H A IIoug as rO'tr11lng 9 tUll ene2.C S eory 0 UGan gency
])~~e March 1964, p.426.

48

in
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••• our immediate past is constituted by that
occasion, or by that group of fused occasions,
which enters into experience devoid of any
perceptible medium intervening between it and
the present immediate fact. Roughly speaking,
it is that portion of our past lying between a
tenth of a second and a half a second ago. It
is gone, and yet it is here. It is our indu~

bitable self, the foundation of our present
existence.... The present moment is consti~

tuted by the influx of the other into that
-self-identity which is the continued life of
theimmec1iate past with the immediacy of the
present. (AI 181)

The result of this is threefold. Firstly, our memory

(which \Vh:\. tehead would probabl:r say is composed of "repeated patterns

whi<.lh Bl'f3 recollected Ii) is never quits the same as the actual occa

sion of the immedia.te past since our memory is "coloured 11 by other

events, experience and situations. These tend to cause the diffe=

l'ence between what actually ,!!af~. the case and what the unified self of

the present consciousness think~ is the case. What does occur is

the retention of significance in ordel' to advance toward the ultimate

aim of value feeling:

All consciousness rests on memory, and memory
bridges physical time, drawing together in one
present consciousness the significance of past
events. The significance of past events is
indeed grounded in thei!> completeness, their
haVing subsided; but their significance also
depends just as fir~ly on what use present con
sciousness puts them to. 44

The second result follows from the first; namely that Hthe

self is always defined in terms of va1ues,,45 and as such

-----------_.----
44Nathaniel Lawrence, "'llime 1 Value c.nd the Self!! from The

Relevance of Whiteread edited by Ivar LeClerc, chapter 5 p.162-.--
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if the values be transient so is the self.
If the values be intransient so is the self.
rr the values be dispersed and incoherent so
is the self. If they are organized and in
tegrated so is the self. In the former case,
the person is analyzable with little or no
loss into the small and disorganized values
which comprise his life. He lends himself
to a deterministic theory of human nature, and
the psychoanalyst rightly presumes him to be
the product of his past. In the latter case,
the exact converse holds. -The-linified:self
by definition can not be understood in terms
of his constituent parts as dissected away from
one another. Instead of his being understood
exclusively as the outcome of his environmont,
the environment can only be understood in terms
of him. His very capacity to organize what
might otherwise be discordant values puts him
in a position of causal primacy. 46

. The third result follo\'is from the second and involves the

idea of aiQs and process. This is that the self is self-deterraining

in terms of the values according to 'ihich it subordinates and inte-

grates the rest of its values. Two"objections" to this may arise~

It is claimed by Douglas Browning that Ilprocess" involves

change and~ as such, processes are not performances (Cf~ po436 of

Browning's article cited on p.48.) He wants to claimy further,

that "acts can not be obj ects of experience,,47 nor ol)jectifiablo;

and that we perform conscious acts as human agents. However,

Browning misinterprets Whitehead's concept of process for with White-

head !!!~"_?s_act!!!_g in the pJ;~ocess of sel:r:=f~~~.cmd process IS

action. Therefore,Browning's main objection that ~hiteh8ad's

"human beings do not act1A8 is unfounded.

46 Nathaniel Lawrence, 9E. cit., p.159

47 Dougla8 Browning, OP. cit., p.436

48 !2_id ., p.4"n
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Browning also objects to the fact that, for Whitehead unity

is merely a II s trand of actual entities with personal order" 49 and

if so, then there is no unity to the self but only

a sort of family resemblance between momentary
selves •• ~ The self that keeps a promise to
day is not a mere sameness of pattern of the
self of yesterday. Nor is the self that con
tinues a conversation only a new member of a
rather prolific family. I converse with one
individual which remains throughout, not with
some family at large or with successive members
of a family.50

Yet this criticism, too, does not hold, for in the second result

above (PP.49-50) we saw that the self, if defined in terms of its

values, was a unity based on intransient values. Browning is wrong:

Since values define the self, it simply will
not do to try to divide an intransient self,
shaped in terms of its intransient values,
into its transient subordinate elements, for
these subordinate elements are determined by
it not vice versa. If the only way in which
I can explain the individual units of a man's
consciousness and behaviour is in terms of
the abiding purpose which dominates them, then
that purpose does not arise exclusively from
them. They have their-being, their value
status in it. To ignore this fact is to com
mit a fallacy, either the fallacy of composi
tion or the fallacy of division. If a series
of actual occasions composine the conscious
life of a person exhibits a purposive v~lue

collectively, it simply does not follow that
this purpose c:::.n inv<:(I'h,bly be urJder~{tood in
terms of the valh8s which the individual mer~

bers of the series exhibit. ~he result is
failure. It is a failure of a certain method
of analytic procedure to do, the job that it sets
out to do, namely to expose the nature of the
thine that it investigated. 51

---- -------------

50 Ibid.

51 N. Lawrence, Ope cit., pp.159-160



In sUffilllary, in the discussion of the self and consciousness one

finds that memory acts as the integrator of the various diverse

occasions; that an integratedself results in unity and value and
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a specific aim towards value feelings. It must now be shown how

self-consciousness and memory result in an aesthetic experience

and how within this experience the work of art is transformed on

that occasion into an aesthetic objeot by the conscious workings

within the perceiving subject.

(ii)

Consoiousness and the Art Process

In the human individual, value 1s connected (8.8 has been

shorm in the first half of' this paper) with beauty. 'rhe creatiVB

process, itself, involves a gathering of Bxperiences in order to

promote beauty; and this is one purpose of art. Consciousness,

then, is integrally related with Whitehead's concept of aesthetic

experience because of the way in which it gathers and integrates

various occasions of aesthetic experience into the present. What

Mary Wyman has to say about the role consciousness plays in aes

thetic experience is indeed pertinent; justifying the following

lengthy quo1iz,tion:

Let us imagine an artist watching the sunrise
from a rocky point on the seacoast. Before
are the dark green spruce trees silhouetted
against the crimson sky and the deep blue of
the sea; gray rocks of myriad shapes take on
from the heavens a rosy hue; and tree-fringed
islands emerge here and there from the expanse
of waters between the point and the distant
horizon. Into the artist~ mind comes a feeling
of unrest, a zest to achieve II what is not and
yet may bell through the dra.'.7ing power of the
lure. Out of this appetition, as termed by
Whitehead, emerges a-SubJ8ctiv8 aim, to be
f01}own~ hy R riRte~nin9d subjective form, or how
of feeling, in the painting of a picture, in the
the transforming in the mind of the artist what
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is before him. As the subjective aim
gains intensity, it becomes absorbed aware
ness involving consciousness. In this
process God as the principle of limitation
may be functioning. A satisfying trans-
formation of what the artist sees will Come
through the weighing and balancing of eternal
objects derived from the scene before him, in
their transcendent potentiality. Not only
colors and shapes, but conceptual or emotional
qualities must enter into the picture. Is it
tranquility of sensation, charm or majesty
that he should emphasize? The process of
composition is a part of the artist himself,
and when completed perishes, enduring only if
it has value by reaching perfection as a pain~

tinge The elements to be represented on can
vas co~alesce in harmony. Colors and shapes
may contrast or blend, but the lli1ifying eternal
objects, the emotional impact of the scene, its
possible glory and majesty, bring together as
one sky and sea, trees and rocks and tiny islands
against the far horizon, the rim of the 'World.
Thus the pa.inting? if it catches this ideal
b'Cl'?)}t;;J" 2ch:te,.res oh.ject:iv ,:, i!"'1fQort.pJ. ity ann from
8ubjeet in the making becomes o'bject to serve
in further enriching of experience.52

I 08.1'1 perhaps illustrate what Miss Wyman says here by giving an ex

ample of a poem of mine which depicts a poet who has seen just such

a painting which, in turn, has created within him the need to express

his feeling. However, unlike the painter he fails (or so he thinks)

to achieve the exact feeling he wanted to express:

9n~ainting by Barlo

The sun never sets in that village
Its hidden red eye claims a diffuse
Yellow tinge to the mountains.
Stones and trees, mountains and sky
All are one
Immersed in a flow of Aztec blood.
There lios somewhere within that scene
Of adobe huts and faceless women
A drunken poet
T ~... _ _ 41 __ ~ -,- _i I.- __ --~ ............
JJdUt"Sil..1.Ut5-lj" lJU.'f .L.aD

With the ineptitude of his colleague.
~'----'----'"-'~--'-'---'--~-----------_.------
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'1'his whole co-hesive framework in which the art object is

created and the way in which this creation is dependent upon the

conscious creator is very' similar to what Sherburne terms Ilhorizon

tal transffiutation ll and what "Whitehead himself would claim is the

rasul t of "vertical" transmutation and conceptual reversion~

(iii)

Pr~positionSt the Art Process and the _Transformation

of the Work of Art into an Aesthetic Object

Up to this point, the discussion has centered on various

aspects of consciousness and the self as important in the emergence

of value. Consciousness and the self are also important in en1'ioh-

ing ana enhancing the value which occurs in the art process. The

question of how this is so leads now into 1i~ question of whether or

not WB.can describe the creative act more fully than Miss Wyman does

in the above quotation~ The creative act seems so inseparably lin

ked to all the conscious functioning within the artist's mind that

perhaps no analysis is fully adequate.

The whole idea of llcreative act" if based, as it is here, on

a Whitcneadian framework can be shown to be essentially what White-

head himself believes goes on in consciousness. I~ one recalls the

t 1:> * .t . ] 1 b th t t ths ages ox conorescence, 1· Wl... e seen a" a e initial phase

there is all influx of raw data which is received or rejected more or

less on a non-conscious level. At a more advanced stage this data

enters into the conscious awareness of the creator. Here a number

of things occur: The data is assimilated or collected and, then,

through £.9.l1e~~~2:.2E.and tr~':l:tC:..:tioll. is purposefully alter

ed and patterned to suit the artist's desired aim. What occurs if

the result is the creation of a novel work of art is the end of

or

* p.7a of this thesis.
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Once created a work of art has the properties of a real

lI enduring object l1 capable of entering an occasion of experience to

constitute the aesthetic object; but just this potentiality for

becoming an aesthetic object or not becoming one (i.e. becoming so

actualized or not) also means that the work of art possesses the

characteristics of an eternal objec~ since its exemplification is

not limited to one occasion onlYibut to numerous occasions. This

means that a work of' art can become an aesthetic object on different

occasions of experience by different people even though it still re

mains a work of ar~ and real.

This whole concept of the distinction between the work of

art and the aesthetic object can be seen to derive from Whitehead's

philosophy. '1'11e work of art never achieves its full potentiality

until it is an aesthetic object within the occasion of the aesthetio

experience. Once this experience is over the enduring object which

was the work of art and was transformed into the aesthetic object is

simply a work of art again (it perish.:;s as em aesthetic object) and

becomes potential l~a,W data (eg. a painting) for the next aesthetic

experience.

As to the processes of artistic creation and recreation ihese

involve a process combining conceptual r~version and transmutation.

As a result of conceptual reversion (which occurs at the second

phase of concrescence and continues to the fourth phase) conceptual

feelings of the novel occasions of experience arise. Conceptual re

version is "secondary origination of conceptual feelings with data

which are partially identical with, and partially diverse from, the

eternal objects forming the data in the primary phase of the mental

pole u 53 (subphase of phase two of concrescence). The role concep

tual reversion plays along with transmutation in the artistic crea

tion (and the re-cr~ation by the receptive perceiver) will be

53 D ,,' Sl b ,Tr J••,. • .L 211.w. leI' urne, !::...!:.~]L.!L~::::'" opo Cl\..o, p. •
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disdussed in greater detail shortly, but, now, one problem is apparent.

Bertram Morris has criticized Whitehead for a failure to:

"consider the aesthetic process as the potential becoming the actual

that is the indeterminate becoming determinate l1 ;54 but to offer a

solution to this criticism requires an elaboration and re-discussion

of propositions as well as a discussion of the aesthetic object in-

valved in a proposition. Then, perhaps, the role of transmutation

and "that of reversion will become clearer.

Morris is right, indeed, when he says that "pure potentiality

never created anything".55 As such, an eternal object can never, of

itself, account for an actual occasion of experience. However, for

Whitehead there is something which is an "impure potential" or prODO

sition. This includes physical feelings derived from a real object

(eg. the work of art) and eternal objects or conceptual feelings con-

stituting the "predicative pattern". How

the aesthetic experience will be discussed

lace of transmutation will be presented in

(iv)

propositions function in

in section (iv) while the

section (v).

The Aesthetic Object as a Whiteheadian

Proposition

A proposition is a hybrid between an actual entity and an

eternal object. As such it possesses soma of the qualities of both.

As related to a group of actual entities called a nexus* it possesses

the ability to become objectified in a given occasion of

54 B. Morris, Ope cit. p.480.

55 Ibid.

:1£ tJ:1he "logical subjects" of a proposition are a nexus or
grouping of occasions.
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experience and "to act as an "abs"trac"t possibility of some specific

nexus (grouping of occasions) of actualities realizing some eternal

object which may either be simple, or may be a complex pattern of

simpler objects". (AI 243) As it is similar to an eternal object

it can become enduring and act as a potential (although an impure

one) for actualization i.e. it acts as a potential lure for feelings

and its truth value is less important than its ability to act as a

lure (cf. AI 244).

Sherburne's contention that the aesthetic object has the on

tological status of a Whiteheadian proposition rests on two of the

above factors. One is that the aesthetic object is a lure for fee-

ling and the other is that the work .of art or aesthetic object, like

the proposition, has a potentiality for actualization or objectifi-

cation. This actualization consists in the performance of or the

involvement with a work of art by one or more people. This means

that the aesthetic object or work of. art has the ability to be recre-

ated in the receptive perceiver. "Recreation" here implies that the

person or persons to whom the work of art is directed re-create the

emotive feelings which were objectified in the artistic work in the

first instance. This is where the work of art has its "eternalness".

Sherburne's claim is that all art forms (from singing to painting)

are just an expression of emotive feeling. 56 Art springs from pro

positional feelings and is, itself, a lure for further feelings. The

work of art is not wholly actual, then, for

An actual occasion is what it is; it does not
persist, change or reappear. Propositions can
and do reappear in different performances be
cause they are not actualities.57

But if an aesthetic object is a proposition, it becomes objectified

56 This notion,
me,anins through emotive fe.::1ir.[;.

57 D.W. Sherburne, ~ cp cit., p.112.
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by actualities nonetheless. For example, in a play, Sherburne

wants to claim that the performers or actors are the exemplifiers of

the proposition which is the work of art. They are the intermedia

ries between the art object and the percipient subject and between

the artist and the individuals who make up society.

Feeling, then, arises with the experiencing person and, in

deed, in some cases, that experiencing person - you - are the subject

of the work of art. All this lends some substance to the theory

put forth in this thesis of the relation between the individual and

art (although Sherburne can be criticised extensively); for the in

dividual subject in this case, is the subject of the proposition.

However, it is not the case that the su~ject of all propositions

(and in Sherburne's specific examples - cf. pp.112ff - all music) is

"you". Sherburr:e is wreng if he claims this for it is only true if

applied to non-referential music. The subject of the proposition

which we shall lable "martial :nusic", for example, is not "you" in

the primary sense but rather the strife of nations. (eg. War of

1812) Another illustration is that of the sunset and tee sky and

the feelings most apt to dominate. The sky, in this case, is the

logical subject and the artistic proposition is what characterizes

emotional tone. Of course, in a play such as Julius Caesar the

events expressed in it are the logical subjects of the proposition

(given expression in the play); and the "how" it happened and the

feelings would be the predicate of the proposition. The interme

diary, is thus seen as fulfilJ.ing the role of the agent of actuali

zation for a proposition whosE! logict~l subject mayor m,,-_y not be the

"you ll of the respondent; but this does not negate the fact that the

respondent is the ultimate referent of the artistic work of art.

'fhe respondent, as the ultimate referent, provides another

reason why the work of art, in one important sense, is not an instance

of reality. A play, for instance, is net a real or actual series
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of events because there exists an aloofness on the part of the per-

ceiver of the play. This is what Bulloch terms "psychical distance".

In the play Julius Caesar, to use an already familiar example, there

is an aloofness with respect to the playas a play.

There is a difference between a street-knifing
in Chicago and what happens in Shakespeare's
Julius Caesar. One does not run onto the stage
of a theater and rescue the heroine from the
villain. Of course there is something actual
about a performance of a play; the proposition
which is the play is objectified by a concrete
performal medium, which is actual. But the
crucial point made by the doctrine of Psychical
Distance is that it is catastrophic for aesthetic
experience to identify the performal medium with
the aesthetic object. 58

If you recall, this is why Whitehead stressed the "Carmen" incident

in Modes of Thought. It was not that Whitehead did not believe in

morality and its fundamental role in art - i.e. in both deciding the

final outcome and in influencing others (both artist and respondent)

- but that we should always keep in mind that a work of art no

matter how realistic (how much the appearance conforms to the reality)

is still a work of art, an artificial creation.

There is, nevertheless, a sense in which the proposition ex

pressed in a work of art significantly reveals reality. The proposi

. tion, as in the play Julius Caesar, becomes objectified by performance

of that play by those actualities called "actors". 1'he "actors"

exemplify the propositional feeling which is expressed in the work

of art:

But the actualities of the performal medium are
not all that we prehend. What makes ~ulius

Caesar a play and not a meaningless conglomera
tion of actualities is the proposition objectified

58 D.W. Sherburne, WA Ope cit., p.I09. Sherburne also notes
that it is because the work-of art has the characteristics of a pro
position that it has "distance" (in Bulloch's sense of the word).
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in the personal medium. The point here
is that we know ~hat it is to experience
Julius Caesar ••••. 59

Of course
l

we do know that this is a fictive murder which we are per~

ceiving'but to attain an aesthetic experience in the fullest magnitude
"the question of fact or fiction is secondary (though not unimportant)

to the involvement by the respondent in the illusion created by the

proposi tion. WrlY/ a1s<;; are we struck with horror and shock when

Caesar or the king in MacBeth is murdered? We have become involved

to some extent in the action. It is true, however." t,hat what Bulloch

and Sherburne say is right for we do not jump on stage and shout

I1Stop~ murder%ltl If we did this we would be ridiculed for taking

the illusion (ice. the appearance which is the exemplified aesthetic

proposition) as reality; and (as with the illiterate crowds of the

early \'{est who booed the villain qua vil1ain and thought the actor a

real villain) it would be said of us that we ngot carried away by the

plZi.-yt l •

Yet there is a sensB/too 5 in whioh the proposition as an aes

thetio object would function as the appearance which discloses the

reality (or nature of real life). This was seen when the hotion of

proposi tion was discussed. The.l'e it VIas said that the proposi tio!!

was an exemplification of what Whitehead Eleant by Appearance.. For

example, in fine art there is the school of realists.and surrea1ists

whose aim it is to depict on canvas the reality of the things around

them. That is, they wish to capture things the way they appear to

the perceiver. These artists then are working at the perfection of

of the conformation of the appearance (what they draw or paint) to

what they really see. They take for granted then that reality is the

way we perceive it and by this art they intend to disclose it to the

fullest degree. The clos8r the proposition I s resemblance to rec..1i ty, Q;.le"l1S

the greater aIDoLlilt of truth the work of art has.

59 D.W. Sherburne, WA cp. cit., p.lll

Reality in this

-----------
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Case is used with an extended meaning as that which is related to

"real lifo". - ':Phe "actualness" of a play, such as the above mentioned

one/occurs. only in so far as it depicts a scene or number of scenes

(an incident or number of incidents) which either is happening, has

(or could have) happened, or potentially could happen in the "real

world 11. It is the a.ctualizable potency in the proposition at work. 60

The main criticism that can be levelled at Sherburne is that

he fails in his qiscussion of aesthetic object as proposition to dis

tinguish between the work of art and the aesthetic object. It seems

that what he says about t.he aesthetic object as a proposition (in the

sense of a propositional lure for feeling) is true enough. The aes-

thetic object acts as a potential lure for aesthetic feeling within

experience. A work of art, on the ciher hand mayor may not become

an ar:Jsthetic o·bject. It mayor it may not provoke an aesthetic ren-

ponse. Yet, as a. work of artJit possesses the characteristics for

becoming an aesthetic: object within an a.esthetic experience. As ob

jectified either in a performal medi~_or a non performal media (i.e.

ej.ther through the performing arts such as music or the dance or

non-performing arts such as sculpture or a~t) the proposition which

is the aesthetic object acts as a focus for an aesthetic experience.

If such an experience occurs a work of art is transformed by an inten

ai ty of feelings into an aesthetic o-bject which provides a pl'opositio...;

nal lure. This does not exclude things which aren't works of art

from becoming aesthetic objects but it simpli means that a work of

art is a potential object capable of arousing a proposition which

focuses or can focus our attention on the artist's feelings, or

furthers our own feelings. In the former case re-creation of the

60 That is to saY5 it is the possibility of this fictive
thing coming close to events which could occur at some time or in
some place in our everyday world off the stage which lends to the
oredulity of (and aesthetic response to) this work of art (which5 itG~·
elf', is Ilno t a physical entity it is an ideal entityll She:cbul'ne~ WA
p.112).
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artist's imagined proposition occurs. In the latter case a novel

creation cf feelings occurs within us. The difference between the

work of art and the aesthetic object is crucial indeed. '1'he aes-

thetic object is the impure potential which doesn't exist outside of

the aesthetic experience. The work of art can and does. The work

of art mayor may not be exemplified in any given occasion, just like

a proposition in the ordinary sense. However, it should be stressed

that the aesthetio object only exists within an aesthetic situation

an aesthetic experionce. As such,it too acts as a lure for

value feeling. But unlike the work of artJwhich is merely a condi

tion for a lur~Jas yet unrealized and perhaps never realized; the aes~

thetic object(to be an aesthetic objec~presupposeBboth the aesthetic

experience and the arousal of aesthetic value. It is a lure which

does arouse aesthetic feeling. However, I do agree with Sherburne,

in part, th9..t the aesthetic object may arie.e in theJ2.?2'forlJ2~.E_ce of a

wo:ck oJ' art.

(p.:1 07)

Performances may be called" objectif:i;.ec1 pl'oposi tions".

However, Sherburne seems to make another fundamental errol' in

categorizing the arts into two sections

literature, music, the dance, and architecture

~culpture and painting. He d08s this because he feels

that the former are pecul iar in that they "p(~rmit an artist to set

down in permanent form a set of rules" (p.lO?) for objoctification ..

Thus music, he argw3s, is not the notes on the pagel for these are

merely rules (notations) which the interpretors or players use to

objectify the proposition. (Likewise with the dance). Yet why he

chooses to put Iiterature in this pigeon hole is bey-and my comprehen-

sian. He says that what differentiates the p?rform~ng from the non-

performing arts is that the non-performing arts can't be objectified

more than once (p.128).that is they can't be performed or become an
;-

objectified proposition more than once. Of course, if this were

really the only thing which could differentiate them then it would
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seem Sherburne is right; for a play can be performed more than once.

One judges the performers who are not the play but who interpret the

play. The play is objeotively reproduoable in that it has this

ability to be played and replayed like a reoord. Yet, like this

reoord, where the reoord is not the music but the instrument by

whioh the musio is conveyed; the play beoomes, in fact, an objecti

fied proposition. So, too, in the performer arts; "in general the

performance is not the art object but an instance of objectifioation.

eg. a row of "row houses" is merely the architect's design put to

life. (WA p.128) Now, he would argue that painting and sculpture

can be objectified" only once. This seems true, as I said, until

one raises the question of copies or replioas. Of course, one may

objeot that these are not the real work of art - the original painted

by the original painter - but at worst "cheap imitations" and at

best what everyone would call "forgeries". Yet, is this true about

artists who make prints without any original except the plate?

Would one want to argue that the plate is the original? If so, then

if the artist destroyed the plate; there would no longer be an objeo

tification (according to Sherburne). But, in this case, would not

the plate be the same thing as the score on whioh Beethovan wrote

his 5th? If the soore was destroyed then there would be no more

5th on that analogy (even if other copies of the score existed).

My contention is that a copy is, in fact, another objectifi

cation, with a second, third or fourth artist acting out the role of

performer or mediator between the artist and the perceiver. 61 The

61 Of course, Sherburne might argue that the cruoial distinc
tion is between the using of a rule (eg. musical notation) to guide
a performance (the orchestra playing) where the rule and the perfor
mance are Quite different things; and using a painting to guide a
reproducti~n (another painting) where these are the same type of
thing. But is not a reproduction a ~erformance in that it is re
creating the original painting by using it as a sort of guide or rule?
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rule or guidline used in this Case is not the score but the first

objectification. This would in some respects solve the problems

which Sherburne I s theory" runs into.

Secondly~ in the pox'former arts, as already shown, one needs

a performer. Yet/it can be said that a poem or a work of literature

does not need a mediary. I read a poem and ~_~terpret it. If

Sherburne wants to say that a critic is necessary in such things as

drama or pcHibry (cf. WA p.122). one could easily argue the same for- /

sculpture and painting which (according to him) are labelled Il non_

perfoTming arts!l. Yet, however one may criticize Sherburne on nici-

ties, it still remains that his aesthetic theory is important for it

does show, as we have seen, that art objects may have the status of

ob.i~!ied propositions in their performanees; and his results do

coma from a development of Whitehead's theory of art. He 18 to be

criticized only in his generalizing of distinctions applying to per--

forming and non~l)erforming parts.

Suzanne Langer who says~

The criticism is supported by

It is a constant temptation to say things about
"Art" in this general sense that are only true
in one special doma.in or to assume that what holds
for on8 art must hold for another. For instance,
the fact that music is made for performance, for
presentation to the ear and is simply not the same
when it is given onl:y- to the tonal imagination of
a reader silently perusing the S001'8 has made some
aestheticians pass straight to the conclusion that
literature, too, must be physically fUlly experienced
beoause words are originally spoken and not written;
an obviou~ parallel but a careless and I think an in
valid one. It is dangerous to set up principles b~

analog,y and generalize from a single consideration. 62

This is Sherburne's major error when he discusses the aesthetic object;

and it pervades and detracts from his sound purpose whioh is to

~--~_.-~------~-----

62 Suzanne Langer, P~oble~_ofj~!t (New York, 1957) p~13
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continue where Whitehead left off in aesthetic theorY.

In this present chapter the si~1ificant role of the indivi-

dual or subject is mainly stressed. Both in the case of the creative

artist and the respondent) the propositional feeling is part of the

subjective process of concrescence. The proposition, strictly spea

king, has no full actuality apart from a prehending subject. 63 The

proposition as it is thus entertained concerns the possibility of

some ne-.:.c!~~ (or Illogical subjects" being characterized by a pattern of

eternal objects the ttpredicative pattern"). The creative arh st

entertains such a proposi ti.on and attempts to embod;y or objectify it

in the work of art. The work of art has tho potentiali~y to provide

data and to arouse a corresponding proposition in the aesthetic ex-

parlance of the respondent. This involves the functioning of the

work of art as fLn aesthetic object in thE-f9xperience of the respol-;,dent

providing thCJse forms of feeling which become the predicative pattern

of the propositional lure.

For this reason, the ~o~~o_L~:yt is not itself,~propositio:r:_.

~herburne cannot justifiably call it so except in some derived or seco-
64ndary sense. The work of art does possess a form calculated

to express and awaken the proposition and in this sense possesses the

"inherent ll value mentioned earlier in this thesis. . 'Nhen a work of'

63 PRe 216, 218, 301, 302; also Al 245 "Propositions, like
everything else except experience in its own immediacy, onl:{ ex.ist as
entertained in experience!!1 This would be the experience of the pre
hending subject.

64 ttA proposition in abstraction from any particular actual en
tity which may be realizing it in feeling is a manner of germaneness
of a certain set of eternal objects to a certain set of entities." (PR
218) The work of art intended to express such an abstraction might
derivativelyJ thong;h not equivalentlyII be identified with it. Whitehead
distinguishes clearly betv;eell· a nexus (or logicel subject of a proposi
tion such as the work of art) and the- propositi-Znas'-a tl;'-';ory' abouC··th"e
ne:;'U:3: 11'1'he nexus includos the eternal obJect in the 1'lode of realiza-·
tion~ 'Hh81'oas in the true proposition the tOGetberness of the nexus
and the eternal object belongs to the mode of abstract possibility. The
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art is perceived, providing the data in experience which form the

aosthetic object, then the proposition normally emerges as the lure

for actuallizing the aesthetic value. The aesthetic object becomes

an active ingredient basic to the further distinctions introduced by

the proposition.

But the propositional or tlsimple" com"9ari tive feeling is not

the necessary finale of the concrescent process. Further comparative

feelings may enter in the form of detailed analyses 9 appreciations

of novelties introduced by reversions, valuations and enjoyments.

rrhus Whttehead. gives full play and significance to "subjectivi tyll in

the respondent as well as in the creative imagination of the artist.

Moreover, the importance of subjectivity is further revealed in what

Sherburne calls "horizontal transmutation" to which we now turn.

(v)

'l'he Creative Process and ':Pransmutation as

a Factor Within This Process

In any discussion of artistic creation one must naturally re

vert back to the process of th~ emergence of a novel idea through

its stages to completion(its aim at value). In the last section,

it was sho~~ hOTI tho art object is related to a proposition (in the

Whiteheadian sense). In this section the discussion will center

around the process by which the propositional feeling is given exp-

ression in the art object.

'et.ernal obj ect is then united to the nexus as mere "predian.to II. Thus
a nexus and a pro-position l)elong to different catagories of being-:

b

-._

fri-alic-; mineT-rliheir ideiltif'ication is mere !IOll'sense--:'J--{AI 24~-~

255) See also p.244 itA proposition is a notion about actualities 9

a, suggestion, a theory, a supposition about things.... It is an
extrome case of appearance. 1I (AI 244)
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All art is novel exprossion of an accumulation of sense data

or other experience (together with accompanying subjective forms of

feeling). This means that art depicts, in a unique mode, not only

what is eeen; but also what is felt, and imagined. Whitehead has

already shown that the novelty inherent in the process creative of a

work of art emerges through conceptual reversion (which occurs, as

we noted, during the second phase of concrescence). Conceptual re

version, is then, the process as a result of which

the proximate novelties are conceptually
felt. This is the process by which the
subsequent enriehment of subjective forms
both in qualitative pattern and in inten
sity through contrast is made possible by
the positive conceptual prehension of rele
vant alternatives.... (Conceptual Rever
sion) is the category by which novelty
enters the world; so that even amid stabi
lity there is never undifferentiated en
durance. (PR 291)

While "conceptual feelings" are those concerned with eternal

objeots, conceptual reversion does not merely reiterate eternal ob-

jects but ~~~es them relevant by introducing new relevant alternatives.

It is this relevanco in novelty. (determined by aim) which makes for

the enhancement of aesthetic value.

In artistic creation (as in all instances of conceptual rever-

sian) God is the storehouse of novelty. Thus, "in the last analysis

a conceptual reversion depends upon the hybrid physical feeling of

God that is part of phase 1 of every concrescenceQ~5 God is aesthe-
./'

tically involved in every creative process and in the introduction of

novelty by the fact that he acts as the ultimate lure for feeling)and

as an entity who retains items of importance for future reference.

Bu~ what about the artist's ovm expression of these feelings;

how does this work? Does consciousness play a role here?
--------------------~.---_.~----_.

65 D.W. Sherburne, WA op. cit. p.181
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Consciousness enters with the more complex intellectual feelings

(fourth phase). One aspect would be the more complex, detailed

and discriminatory intellectual feelings which focus upon and ela

borate the elements arising in conceptual reversion (phase two).

Consciousness here, introduces vividness and intensity.

Another aspect of creativity and expression is related to

the process of transmutation. Whitehead introduces this notion

in his t.heory of perception and defines it as:

the operation wheJ:eby maCX';')<j0STliic perceptions
arise out of microscopio prehension~ ego where
by perception fYJ~a tablr:, ,supeTceil:es th8 prehen~

sion of the Yfel-:jer of intiividual actual entities
constitutive of the whole. 66

What Sherburne wants to do is to take this notion of vertical

transmutaticmftnd exps,nd 011 it to give two types of transmutation.

The seGond type is what he calls horizontal transmutation. We

need now to explain why, for Sherburne J a. supplemental tl'anSmu.t2~tJon

is required.

Vertical transmutation a _ .J.. •J.n l.egral;es "microscopic entities ll into

"macroscopic perceptions"; but horiz.EE.t..al transmutation 'lis a oategory

to concentrate macroscopic perceptions into one focal point of expe-
_ 6~1

1'1 anee. I It brings things into significanee)'for

It is via vertical transDutation that the
welter of actual occasions constitutive of a
man are prehended as a u:ni ty; but it is in
virtue of hori2'ontal transmutation tha.:t'-,:f3:ig;ni-fi.
cance is attached to the concept "manu. btl

Moreover· vertical transmutation is not enough for
-----66---·----------------------------·-----.-.._--

D.W. Sherburne, A_Key et~., opw cit.; p.247
67 D.H. Sherburne I \'1~4., op. cit., p.162

68 D.W. Sherburne, rtf" cit. 9 p.162'NH.. , Ope



even when vertical transmuta~ion has occured
at the second phase of concrescence, the C011

crescing subject does not yet encounter exper
ience as fully significant •••• 69

That is to say, it is only through conscious awareness that a full

and a rich experience.takes place. How does this clarify aestheti

cally the theory of expression? It does so in the following way:

Horizontal transmutation is concerned with intellectual feelings not

physical feelings (as in vertical tTansmutation). Expression is the

result of a conscious process which involves these intellectual

feelings. These intellectual feelinGS, in turn, involve horizontal

transnnltation as the process by which they fully arise. ;J:f a poet,

for example, sees the pine trees outside, the snow on the ground, and

the sound of bells from a church; artistic creation would result from

an exp:rGssion of the high intensi t.y of vague feelings which are arous

ed by whH.t. Sherburne has aptl;y called "horizontal transmutation". 70

~he Bxperience of the senses on the poet the church bells on his

ears~ the sight of snow outside; tho scent of fresh pine cones all

strike with such a high intensity as to capture that moment, reinforce

it and give significance to it. Then, by discovering a theme which

would recapture this feeling, and which would reveal it to others, the

poet gives expression to this entertained propositi6n in a poem.

(vi)

Sherburne's Notion of Aesthetic

For Sherburne, aesthetic experience in the respondent depends
~~~--~--69----_... _...._.--~ .. _... - _._h... -.--------.----.--. ------.-------~--

t.!?-id., p.163

70 The vag~eness concerns the added dimension and background
of emotional tones associated with previous related experiences dimly
felt, but pertinent and impdrtant for the present significances. The
"F,;xpression is the discovery of a proposition vihich articulates the
rich, yet irritatingly vague feelings arising from horizontal transmu
tation". Ib~~.,p.169
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on the ability to ro-create the experience expressed in the art

object. In aesthetic experience

the normal goal and aims of everyday
living are suspended; in grasping the
subjective aim of one who experiences
it aesthetically, the art object insists
that it be experienced as an end in itself. (p.144)

This seems to smack of an "art for art's sake l1 view which Sherburne

is hard pressed to reconcile with Whitehead's art for life's sake

When Sherburne discussed the objectifying of the art work

an.d the prehension of this "objectified proposition" this was all

don8 supposedly to show the objectified proposition was the "datum

for the subjective aim of that Gxperience il (p.144-145) the lure

for further feeling~so that~ultimately/the subjective aim in the

aesthetic experience is to "recreate in that process of self-

creation in that concrescing experience the proposition which is

objectified in the prehended performance 'l . (p.144) This is what

dif:ff;1rentiates a.esthetic from non-aesthetic experi enoe.

dealer" for example, sees a painting as a commodity

'l'he "art

a thing to

buy and sell for a profit and not as an aesthetic object; the bour

geois collector as an investment; the art historian as an actuality

to be studiej~us a piece of history et cetera. (ef. p.147)

An interesting differentiation between the aesthetic and non~

aesthetic experienee is that of Sherburne's example·of a dirty old

man prehending (as it were) the ballerina's figure to the exclusion

of the ballet.

It is true that he maj have been enthralled,
spellbound but this intrB.nsitive attention
is not aesthetic. He has prehended an
actuality with the subjective forms, say, of
diliE:ht-~and desire but he has ffifssed cO~lple-
tely the proposition objectified in the per
formance and his attention is non aesthetic. (p.147)

One could argue, however, that in so far as this lecherous old man

saw beauty in the luscious "actl.lali tyll his experience waG of aesthetic
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beauty. "No ~ Il Sherburne would reply. Beauty is. not limited. to

aesthetic beauty. In this case h~ may have seen a beautiful thing

but not an aesthetic one" :But are the~,:,~_~j;Jl!':.!.....tYV~~~_....?~:f_1?_~~_l~

~!..des a~sthetic beau~l.? Isn~all be~u~.x ba.sically aesthetic?

Now in discussing the old lecher~ballerina incident Sherburne

wants to show that beauty is a broader notion and aesthetic beauty

is part of it. The old lecher may have experienced beauty in the

ballerina but oouldn't have experienced it aesthetically since he

failed to see her as anything other than an object of desire.· He

failed, then, to gain an aesthetic experience by perceiving her as a

performer of an art the ballet. He also failed to enhance his

feeling by using the performer as an interpretor of the art form rep

resented. In a sense this is all true enough; but how much simpler

it would have been to say that the lecher saw her merely as an object

of d";Jsirb so that his experience of beauty was lind ted to this narro\'!-
.r

81' focus. This cern] d ~t~Jl!08 p ?:8ru.Jj Y1eJy £1.8f'th0t:i.C e;rT)erience and it,- ~ - -
could contain one element of truth insofar as the ballerina is appre~

ciated as illustrating womankind. What the lecher lacked was the

ability to perceive the proposition expressed in thE) total ballet with

its full measure of beauty and truth.

(Vii)

I will conclude this discussion of the theory of the indivi

dual and the art process by considering the importance of art for the

individual subject or self. Both Whitehead and Sherburne rightly

hold. that the view that L'al't is for art IS sake"is inadequate. It

seems obvious by now what the main concern of art is. It is with

life. This involves an active participation of the Buhject in the

art process. Sherburne rightly claims that the listener in relation

to a piece of music, for example; ox' the observer of a piece of fine
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art or drama(as well as the reader of a piece of literature or

poetry) all Ilmus t provide the feeling ll , 71 in order for there to be

an aesthetic experience. Sherburne wants to say that in music,

much more than in any other artpllthe very nature of the art object

is a function of the contemplato~ since he provides the subject of

the proposition which is the art object ll
•
72 It has already been

noted that this is an error for there are times when "Y'OU Il are not

subject of the propos:l.tlon (eg. in martial music. Cf. p.?7-·58).

However, the Ilart for life's sake ll view sterns from Whitehe2,d's own

metaphysic 'which envisions the perceiver as bringing along with him

all his built up or past experiences in viewing a thing.

CBse a work of art.).

(in this

Thus",if one were to ask the "question whose view is best that

a work of art is, in fact 1 a work of art (or is a ~002. work of art);

that ~s to say if one were to ask who would be able to make the best

critical value judgement (for Value is essential in any discussion of

art).Whitehead would answer that it would tend to be the person who
/

has the highest intensity of :feeling or response beCctUse of that

person's past experiences with art. This person would also see art

in the light of the whole and nQt only the parts. Fur'the:rmore,

Whitehead would recognize the importance of what Pepper has called

"funding" of experiences. This means that the basis of our enjoy-

ment of the experience of the art object is the fact Ghat we have

come back to it over and over again together with the fact that we

have picked up new detail every time. (Cf. AI 262-263)
have a built-up effect occuring in our experience.

Then we

But" the work of art not only gains its merit or value from

how it affects me;but how it also affects many people~ There is a

mutual corroboration in discussions of value in art and how the work

----_._---~--------------_._._-----.•.-.---~-_._- ------
71 D.W. She:cburne, 'i.!.!, bp .. cit. p.ll4

'{2
Ibid.
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of f-rt affected each participant which, itself, enhances value.

This is what I term the "mutual effectiveness'l of a work of art.

Mutual effectiveness is ability of an art object to effect not only

one individual but a vast number of individuals and even society as

a whole. 1].1he art object becomes a 11 public domain II and calls for a

public response. I].'he mutual effect of art relates this public dom

ain back to the individual participating on his own with the art

object. Simply put, art not only affects the individual but may

also affect the. society. Conversely the society may have an effect

on both the artist.an1~hat he produces. This interaction between

tliework of art and society also links up the artist with the parti~

cipator. POl' example.l the artist is able to create his work of a,l't

in such a way that its meaning gives it social relevance and social

value because of the mutual influence it generates among people. If

this is the cas~the work of art is deemed good or bad with respec~

not to artistic value but to sooial va1ve. 73
,/

'llhul3.1 the seYlsitivi ty and responsiveness of the subject is of

utmost importance in appreciation as well as in artistic creation.

In the processes of conceptual reversion and transmutation and in the

play of' intellectual feelings \vhi<:h y~j"ld significance, vividness, and

intensity, the agency of a person is paramount.

Perhaps the best footnote to this dincussion of' human agency

in producing and appreciating the work of art is given by the American

poet, Wallace stevens in his poem Tpe lfte~~!_~rder _~~~Y_Wes~. In

this poem he gives an example of a recurring theme which could be used

as a SUlllmar-y of this thesis I position regarding the creative act:

She sang beyond the genius of the sea
The water never formed to mind or voice
Like a body, wholly body fluttering
Its e~~ty sleeves; and yet its mimic motion
Made constant cry, caused constantly a cry,
That was not oursalthouzh we undOl'stood

---·-'_·-f3-;-hi-~--~ot~~-on-~ll-~e'~i~~-:~Berl:furt~~;·-~~h.~-;·-··_-·_·...--.~
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Inhuman, of the veritable ocean.

The sea was not a mask. No more was she.
The song and water were not medleyed sound
Even if what she sang: Vias what she heard
Since what she sang was uttered word by word.
It may be that in all her phrases stirred
The grinding water and the gasping wind;14
But it was she and not the sea we heard.

For she was the maker of the song she sang
The ever-hooded, tra-Sic sea
Was merely a place by which she walked to sing.
Whose spirit is this? we said, because we knew
It was the spirit that ,'Ie sought and knew
That we should ask this often as she sang.

If it was only the dark voice of the sea
That rose, or even colored by many waves;
If it was only the out~r voice of sky
And cloud, ofilie sunken coral water-walled,
However clear, it would have been deep air,
The heaving speech of air, a 'summer sound
Hepeated in a summer without end
And 8Ui.ma a10:'10. lllii.. i L ,it,;:; l;~'ll'e, t 118:lUhf}"t.,
M~re_ev§n tha.rL.h§"L.Y.9j•.~S?:L_ f'.r.llL9.111:fi.=-:~91Ur

Th~.§_~ningless ~l:,gingB._Qi....:'!1ate;1' and the vTin~,

'rheatrical distances, bronze shadows heaped
On high horizons, mountainous atmospheres
Of sky and sea~

It was her voice that made
The sky acutest at its vanishing.
She was the single artificer of the world
In which she sang. And as she sang, the sea,
Whatever self it had became the self----------That was her song, for s)1e was the maker. Then we
As we behold her striding there alone,
Knew that there never Was a world for her
Except the one she sang and, singing; mad8$

Raymond Fernandez, tell me, if you know,
Why, when the singing ended and we turned
Toward the town, tell whey the glassy lights
The lights in the fishing boats at anchor there,
As the night descended, tilting in the air,
Mastered the night and portioned out the sea,
Fixing emblazoned zones and fiery poles,
Arranging, deepening, enchanting night.

----- 74~-;ali·~_;;~;;._--"------ ---'. ----.-,-,-------------~---..-



Oh~ Blessed rage for order, pale Ramon,
The maker's rage to order words of the sea
Words of the fragrant portals, dimly-starred
And of ourselves and of our origins, ~

In ghostlier demarcations, keener sounds. 7_

In Whiteheadian te~minology, there exists besides creation within

the poet through conceptual reversion and the two types of trans

routa,tion, a further enhancement of value. Then theJfeeling and

meaning arB apprehended by the receptive listeners. stevens'

poetry thus embodies a proposition which in turn presents and elicits

emotion and insight. Stevells, like Whitehead, considers the irnpor

tance of re~ity in art and in life.

Reality is the beginning not the end
Naked Alpha, not the hierophant Omega, 76
or dense investiture, with luminous vassals.

(from lt1\n Ordinary Evening in New Haven")

or ;J"gain "iHe seek/the poem or pure reali ty/ untouched by the trope

of o.eviation ll
• Another similarity between Stevens and Whitehead is

the view of art as making tn:: concrete abstract and the abstract con-

crete; for as Stevens says:

(Reality) ••• is the philosopher's search
For an interior maue exterior
And the poet's sea~ch for the same exterior made
Interior. 77

To conclude this discussion it must be restated that the self

is highly important in the emergence of value and the enhancement of

such value as is achieved in the art~process. The self, however, in

a genuine sense , is/as Morris says/ "unknovm except as the process of

75 Wallace Stevens, Poems by Wallaoe Stevens selected and with
an introduction by Samuel Fronch-IJorse-CNew York; 19A7,1954,1957,191~)
PP.54--S6.

76
W. Stevens, E~~~ bY_E~~:l§:ceSi~v~n~ (oP. cit.)p.146 1 11.19-21

77 I~id_., p.149

Both quotes a1'8 from the poem "An Ordin&,ry Evening in New Haven II
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satisfaction comes to an adequate conclusion". 78

(viii)

Smith's View nf Art

According to J.L. Smith, there is, indeed, an importance

in SherblJ\t~n(;:\S assertiollsjthat the aesthetic object is a Vihi tehead

ian proposition in the sense that it is a potential lure for feeling

where propositional feeling does not necessarily involve cQnscious

ju.dgement~ Smith does not completely rule out consciousness as a

consideration aDo as a necessary element in the assessing of a pro

position for to do so would be to neglect the later phases of con-

crescence. As a potentiality, the proposition relates eter'nal

objects to a framework of definite actuality in an occasion of ex-

perience fOl' eXaml.lle in the experience of a work of art. Yet

it, (the proposition), itself IS inc.eterminate for it mayor may not

be rsp,lized g

as with eternal objects or pure possibilities
so with each proposition in itself, there is
a complete indeterminaten'ess regarding its re
alization and its truth. 79

A work of art is similar in the sense that it mayor may not become

an aesthetic object. Another similarity is that of·consideration.

As with a, work of art which exemplifies Vihi tehead I s idea of a propo

sition, the proposition has to be considered before it can be judged

good or bad. So too, non-artistic propositions l1have to be conside-

red before they can be considered true or false. The interest or

lure would be opeI'at·:i.ve E,rior t~ actual expression l1l80 NeithaI'
~--_.. ---- .._----------_._--------------

~8
7 B. l'jlorris, tiThe Art Process and Aesthetic Fact in V;hi te-

head's Ph:Hosoph;r l1 (op. cit.) p.477.

(
r.t

791' J.L 'lSo.'lDl
9
"lih, Af}1·OS.9·thicfLamLJ\.r:LRithi!L..(L~\lhi..t_t2.h.Qi:L~ianCO!?J:lloJ..~9.e;Y. lU ane, ;;6') p. L. . - ..••.. _- .._-- ..... -.

80 I~i~.~ p.IIO .



·wi th works of art as exemplif)if:Jlj proposi tions? 0:1.' with propositions

themselves, theq can we p~ace truth or falsehood before aim or lure.
'J

For Smith, as for Sherburne and Whitehead tithe aesthetic con

tent is both basic to and operative in all consciousness". 8l As was

noted earlier in this paper, all art is symbolic. If this is the

case, then consciousness does playa major role in all aesthetic ex

perience for consciousness "is the feelin/i of the contTast prevailing

in ~~ObOliC refeTence ll
•
82 Illhie "fee1ing of contrast II when applied

to art becomes an awareness of patterns within the object itself.

Yet? art, as such, is not the fine arts alone. Art for Smith is a

general term applied to a II se l ection whereby facts are arranged so as

to give attention to vivid values which they realize".83

In emphasizing this capturing of attention, Smith is in accord

wiih both Whitehead and She:cburne when they say that the wOTk of art

fu'.wtio!'p, e.q P. 1~.lr8 to give rise to furt:her experience for others. A8

8ueb., it is not an end in itself but a weans to an end faT the "fine

art wOTk is instrumental but not emend in itself ••• its function is

i.nstrumental".84 The fine art work exists as a material ol)j eet of

some kind but its status is that of an instrument an instrument

for the re-creation of the artist's own feelings and experiences in

the appreciator. 85

81
J.L. Smith, Ope ci~., p.14l

82
Jbi~~., p.140

83
~d., p.160

84 'p:Jid., p.265
85 However, both Smith and Whitehead try to say th9.t art is

for Life's sake because art is not merely a social function. Only in
the disclosing of its own value does . art function as em end in itself.
IrIms art for art 's fjR.ke view is assimilated also and bro9.dened:

This disclosure involves not only beauty, ~ut also the self,
the recollected, the sublime, tho tragic, the comic and the ugly.
It i s_.:tl~~~_s..~~o...su~:~~..._~.b:..~Y a l.~.::.~~~_,::pe~;i; ~ .~:.1?-~e1?.:Y__:r.0_8 art _c~:~
be said to function a,s an end in itself: the di scl08ure of the
value aspects ar'e~en~'js·>i~';:--tl:·ei~e-s-:(Smith, op. ,~l~. p. 267)
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Smith's view of aesthetics, however, is much broader than

Sherburne's. In fact, Smith criticized Sherburne's narrowness in

limiting aesthetics to fine arts. One must begin with life, and a

cosmology and fit art into it; for to begin with a Ilhi~osbphy' of art

is-lito begin in the middle H •
86 Art in the general sense of the

term is any selection of concrete facts which arouse selective atten-

tion from the participators in order to achieve and to enhance their

own particular values. It is, moreover, the enjoyment of "vivid.

v~i.h1!31l 'which, j.n itself, is the ultimate aim of this selective pr.)-·

cess of consciousness. Yet, is this not too general? Would this

refer to the creation of a work of art 0'1" the Viewing of it or both?

It seems that :it would refer to both for

Consciousness allows art in the emergent sense
of hUffiB,n art as the selection, attending to,
and enjoying of vivid values. 81

alia this refer~ to both processes of creation and percepti~n. Yet,

in fact, it. is al·1., itself, w'hich tlevoke (s) into consciousness the

finite i)erfections which lie ready- for hUIiian achievement ll
• (AI 271)

The emergence of value, as we have seen, allows for the tran

sfer of ideas, feelings and emotive values from the artist to the

p:nticipant. It is just this transfer which Sud th has J.ea'd us up to

and which is important in any aesthetic theory and in any View of art
88and society. This transfer has influenced both artist and audience

in peculiar ways.
,---_._-----_._---_._.----------~=~

86
J.L. Smith, 9p. ~_~~., p.155

88
As ~Nhi tahead says "consciousness is the weapon which streng-

thens tho artificiality of an occasion of experience. (!'.I 27.0) llore~

over as \'!hi tehea.d sO-ys in ~y'~1oo1i~~: "The vihole question of the sym
bolic transfer of e~otion lies at the basis of any theory of aesthetics
of e.!_'t ll

• (p.85)

. ,
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Chapter IV

Art and Societ;r,

Comme chez Santayana (cf. Sense of
Beauty 24) valeurs morales et
valeurs e~thetiqUes sont toutes
proches. 9

Introduction

In the last two chapters some attempt has beeh made at an

explication of the emergence of value within the aesthetic situation.

This involved a discursive analysis of the concepts of beauty and

truth pertaining to the work of art and our perception of it. ~his

also involved both a disclosure of the process by which a peculiarly

"aes'thetic ll experience occurs wi thin the individual and the process

by which a work of art emerges as an aesthetic object within concre-

scence. Up to this point much use has been made of Whiteheadian

principles and Whiteheadian interpretation to show the re1~tionship

between the "objective content" or aesthetic object and the percipi

ent occasion or subjective form of experience within the individual.

Ultimately, however, one must expand this relationship to include

society. The purpose of this chapter, then, is to show the mutual

influence between art and society, as developed from ~~iteheadian

aesthetic theory. Furthermore, the function of art as a means of

increasing the novelty and value within a society and as a civili

zing force on society will be elaborated upon.

89 F. Cesselin, La Philosopbj.e Organique de ~Vhi tehead (P,-~r~s,
1950), p.85.
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(i)

Ar.!....,~a Ci '~il i z_ing~~fluer~~_Sll1.

Soci~!X.

Much great art" seems to be the result of a rebellion against

the staleness of convention and of a striving for a novelty and per~

fection. Convention 9 although it may inspire some great art

ego the English pastoral convention of the eighteenth century

ultimately leads to monotony·and the death of art. Convention

stripped of all innovation is the womb of triviality. It is an art

of decay. 'Phis theory will be illustrated by specific reference to

poetry and the fallacy of ar_!....I.2.:£.. art I s sake as opposed to ~'t f.91:.

!~ie's. ~ak~. This will also encompass the connection between art

and morality and poetry and morality in the next two sections as il

lustrative of the inability to divorce a~t from life.

A.C. Bra"ley is one of the greatest exponents of the intrinsic

worth of poetry. In his essay Poet~for Poet!y~s Sake he fights for

the autonomy of art and, like Clive Bell, he does not want to allow

for any function other than the aesthetic. He wants us to look at a

poem without any preconceived r~ferences or judgements. '1'his does

not exclude looking at poetry in respect to its metrical form et

cetera. It also means that we must look at a poem as a succession of

experiences, sounds, images, thoughts, and so on and with the view

that the readers and successive readings of poems differ. This is

fin~ up to a poin~ but it doesn't go far enough. The last notion is

important; for we do learn something new from a poem each time we re-

read it and 'many readers differ as to what a particular poem is.

Bradley wants to say, alon~ with this, that poetry must be

taken to 'be an end in itself 0 Its poetic value is this intrinsic

worth alone. SeOondary or ulterior values are not excluded by him

but are considered as a means to culture or religion because they
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conve;y instruction or "sof-;;~:ning of passions" or poetic fc,llle~ the

qUCf;t £'02' m0110;f et cetera. However, the poetic worth is not these

things'j> It is, for Bradley, to be judged fl~m within. If a poet

or reador tries to considar these ulterior or secondary ends in the

act of experiencing this ,vould tend to lov:er poetic value since it

goes e.gainst the nature of poetry (eg. Bradley I s notion of poetry)

which is a world tinto itself an~ not an imitation of lif~.

for him, shouJ.d not moralize for poetry is one kind of hunan good

~mc1 lI one lDl'..st not de-~eI'mine the intrinsic value of this kind of good

b~r J'efererGG to anotht3:r-~ II Hov:ever, if what Bradley says is tr'ue it

BracUey's view9 it could 1)e arg1..ted

cuts IjOetr:/ of£' from lifo (".ltd if we extend his views to other arts

it would OTt 3.1] art ~J:ff from life). B~adley would probably reply,

that the C(){lDGc!;icn i3 still there but Ilhidden ll • Yet to oe hidden

implies a secondary oy' uno'otr'usi ve connectLm exists. It is my

contention, on tte other hand~ that to be a work of -9.rt in the true

£"enS8 of the word and_ to function- fnlly is to f1..U1ction llfor life's

salce" and to "08 s;ymbolic viith reference to man. This involves man as

the ultimate referent and t~e cro?tion of value within man as itG ul-

timate aim"

It is my contention thiJ.t poetry is more than simpl;y 13.n end in

itself for its main purpose iS t indeed, to express and co&~u~icnte

(through meaning) feelirigs which are related to and rooted in cur

wox'ld. Poetry is an expression of meaning and ideas through feeling.

Of cours~the inherent value of a work of art. such as a poem~is that

work's ability to invoke an intensity of feelings (or an aesthetic

response) wi~hin the individual. A person who is i~censitive would

not be able to respond to a poem at a11 0 Contrary to Bradley. it
- j

should be noted, that the aesthet.ic experience is not e.bsolu-c.ely guar

anteed by an art object alone. This has already been seen in the

la,st cl'lapter ~ As a further eXEo-mplo Orle C::".rl note the worker in an

art; gallery whoso job it is to h2.ng up })aintings and who ns..y see the

work of a:r(; as a work of art or; merely, as a "painting" with colours
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and so forth}but \lhose lack of attentiven03s fails to arouse within

him an aesthetio response~ 'rhe Esk1mo and the Central American

looking at a winter scene depic~ ye~ different responses to the art

(lbject. 'rhe Eskimo who has lived all b.is 1if0 with snow may not be

as fh,sc i,-w,ted wi th it as the Central Ar:18rican. Thus art affects man

in diverse ways. Its service to mC,l"t IIliea in its artificiality and

its fini tene8S It (AI 270) a,nd this llartificia,1i t y ll ~ as previously

noted J is strengthened by consciousnes8~ Art 1 s artificiality

e~}:!;i:t:>J.t8. t.he a1ili ty and achievement of mankind for it ifJ mankind 's

effort to express his feeling anotf) seek 2. means of r:erfection. ThL:l 1

too, is an obvious result of th0 effects of art upnn individual (de

veloped in the third chapter) and its applicability to society in

All art (i.e. all good art), seeks pe::.-f'ection in that it ex-

.)r. l .... ~I'T.,';'r\ f','!i'l,l+o) ~n 8"ch a \'1a\'.:I'" ·:~r·I:.~.·~· -.L·t !th,.".,."Lfz,·b.~r.'·-~~l!'.)' +".Y"!e" 8~1Y_l.••Sc;3 O,I,...;} .u .~."Ch;" """ .'. '"e' ,I. '-'.. C • U V_h V _ - __ • • _ .. _ __

humani t~{ll (AI 271); for it "requ i:c'8S art to evoke into cO~'lsciousnsss

the finite

This is the greatest achj.eve~8nt o~ art; for these ide~18 though "they

may never be achieved, in Bct 11ality, al'e expressed 8.S potentialities

wi thin works of a1"G. It !m.u:rt be n,;tea, hO'Haver, tha.t even 'if per·-

feotion,in the finite sense of

sense of the term): is not reached in a Ylork o:~' <".rt the attempt at

perfection is there. It seems, toc~ that White~ead would have agreed

with the maxim that man satisfied and perfection attained is man

t~~ed and man bored y (cf. note on convention and repetition in chapter

two). WhHohee-u \,o1.<lcl have preferred the st_~.~Y1EB. for -perfection the.n

the perfection itself the action and novelty which are inherent in

his notion of process rather than completion and stagnation.

Whitehead does say that perfection in the arts even in the

gre?test ~·::.o..E!:..~_ of art; can not really be achieved; for art gives man

This is exemplified in science



fiction as a literary art form.

83

In this art form there is a con-

stant flu_x and constant seeking of novelty in both aims and ideals

which man may never 8.chieve but which he can imagine (eg. space·~

flight to the

from them).

stars; or meeting beings on other worlds and learning

At the same tim~ science fiction expresses a direction,
and a harmony of form.

Art should also function in order to enhance civilization by

stres:oling "the ,principle of harmony of individuals. 89 As Vihi tehead

says llarit is the education of nature. Thus in its broadest sense

art is civilization. For civilization is nothing other than the

unremitting aim of the major perfections of harmony.if (AI 271)
Although the individual cha.racteristics are important in art) for an

understandillg of the whole it is interesting to state once again that

we are ovel""....helmed by the beauty of the building•••
the whole precedes the details. We then pass to
dlscrim:i.nation.

for there is in aesthetics Ila totality disclosing its component parts.

(MT 85-86) However, insofax' as it involves consciousness, art is such

that it expresses eternal truths which "haunt the object present~d

for clear consoiousness". (AI 270) This implies that first there is

the emotion and then the discrimination. Similarly, with regard to

the Boc~al function Df art, the initial intuition is of the perfection

of harmon:,,,-.

The art process also aids the merging of past experiences and

future possibilitios; for lIart takes care of the immediate fruition

her,; and now. II (AI 269) As Betram Morris adds

The "here and now ii constitutes the real world.
in which anticipation and purposefulness in
immediate enjoyment overcome the fallacious °
abstraction of completely passive contemplation. 9

89 A.H. Johnson, ~p~ p.9.

90



When one asks "why should ~ provide enjoyment and purpose

at a11?J' and l1what is the secret of.a.rt such that it has enthralled,

exci.ted and moved so many people and advanced so many civilizations?"

ODe would perhaps express mild surprise if the answer was stated that

lithe secret of art lies in its freedom ll
v (AI 272) Hm.'ever, this

should not come as any surprise at a11'for it is the ultimate con
/

elusion in fact'the only conclusion which vIe could have arriv-

ad at in tbis thesis. This IIfreedom ll includes the freedom of ex-

pression (and self-expression which is a process of imagination

grounded in the data of our world leading to true understanding) and

freedom from the bounds of reality as we have seen. This is so be-

cause art has not only a phys:J.c.C'vl origin qut also an imaginative one.

This has a back reference to Whitehead's metaphysical view of the

interaction of the mental and physical poles which are a part of con-

the mental pole envisioning the possibilities and the

physical pole having reference to the actualities or actualizations

of these various possibilities.

This freedom is also oxpressed by a work of art as a freedom

from morality. flFreedom from mor-ali tyll here means that althoug'h a

WOTk of art maY,in one sense_/be concerned with morals;yet morality
~'

vanishes in the presence of art. A work of art, for Whitehead at

least, is not primarily concerned with moral good or evil as its aim.

"For Goodness is a qualification belonging to the constitution of

reality ••• Good and Evil lie in depths and distances below and beyond

appearance. II (AI 268) In ;lot another sense.l the effects of art works

on morality (and their ovm creation being influenced by morality) is

so important as to question the divorce of art and morality which 'Nhite-

head BeVOC.:t t e s • This will be illustrated by a discussion of the illU-

tual influence of morality and poetry as a specifically individual ex

ample and then some genel'al comments and conclusions will be brought

forward as a resuJt.
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Bradley's view, which we have already seen, expresses one

half of a complete view of art. It is the part which is concerned

'with the autonomous nature of art. iJ.'herefore it isn't surprising
f

that he would say something similar to Whitehead about morality and

poetry and morality and art. Bradley's view doesn't rule out the

possibility that morality and poetry are associated or that one can

!la,ve mOI'ali ty in poetry; but he does say that it is a secondary' con-

eideration. However, there is the social side of art to consider.

This is the extrinsic view of art which is also incorporated into

OU1' thebry. In fact, I consider it to be the more fundamental o.f the

two; for the extrinsic value of art is involved in the whole notion

that art is a civilizi.ng force within society. Beoause art is an

artifact, and since morali t;y, polt tics, religion and SOCial value are
/

all expressions of man's aims and are ihe oivilizing aspects related

to him; they may be a more important element in art than the mere in-

trinsic value. The first thing to note is that Dewey says:

When artistic objeots are separated from both
conditions of origin and operation in experience
a wall is built around them that renders almost
opaque their general signifioance with which
aestheti~ theory deals. Art is remitted to a
separate realm, where it is cut off from that
very association with the materials and aims of 1
every other human effort, undergoing and achievement. 9

Thus
the moral office and function of art can be in
telligently discussed only in the context of
culture. A partioular work of art may have a
definite effect upon a particular person or upon
a number of persons. 92

91 t·John Devey, AI' as Experlence

----------_._-_..._--
( 5" \New York, 19 uJ p.3
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The social effect and the social value of art, then, is far

from negligible. Examples are numerous from Dryden or Pope or even

in the art of Picasso. Milton's llParadise Lost", for example, tells

the individual how he should act and Chaucer's llCanterbury 'llales"

amusingly does the same by showing how people shouldn't act. Dewey

goes on to say that there is even greater social change or lladjustment

of experience" as he calJ.s it IIcreated from the collected art of a

time l !; ane that art can not do without· this moral backing. As Cesse-

lin hab said (and this could apply equally to a comparison between

Dewey and Whitehead) 1!Comme chez Santayana (cf. SeDse of Beauty 24)

valeura more.ls et valenrs esthetiques sont tontes proch-:s lt • 93-- Thus,

if poetry is influential, it does, indeed, shape attitudes as well as

bei25 influenced by them.

'I'he latter statement implies that one could argue that social

attitudes have shaped the content of much poetry. "Absalom and 1\ch1-

tophel!l for example] is a reaction against the society of the period

and advocates a new Bet of standards by which people of the time should

return to the ways of the period before the Hanoverian era.

This leads us to the point of view which I shall be advocating

in this and the next section. In this section I shall show that

poetry is influenced by mO~'ality and sthical considerations such that

~ great deal of poetry is either a reaction against existing systems

or in favour of them and a reaction agalnst dissenters.

is one which considers cultural and e~och&l attitudes.

This view

Furthermore,

this viow of poetry agrees with and supplements the other arts ~nd is

,,;hat Vlhi teheau truly terillS "art for life I s sake". It does not rule

out the aesthetic value on a work of art but says that this isn't

the only consideration. Chaucer wrote his "CanterbuJ'Y Tales", for

example, as a reaction against the declining and corrupt priesthood

and moral life of the day. Milton was influenced by the Civil War in



England; and the Restoration was the influence for Donne, Dryden and

Herbert.

Donne I S poetry exhioi ts the ney, upheaval and freedom as well

as doubt of the day and the ne~ inward approach to religious belief

which w~s to b3come (through the influence of his poetry) a predomi-

nant type of Puritanism. Herbert also reflects this but shows in

his poetry a deeper inner communication with' God.

Even in the Eighteenth Centur'y it is the same. The political

satires of Pope had a great influence on the satires of Swift and the

whole soci~ty of the time. Shelley did not exaggerate when he said

that moral science only "arranges the elements that poetry has createdl~,

if we extend poetry to include all products of imaginative experience.

Butieven Shelley stopped too soon; for he failed to note that eXisting

systems in turn influence poetry and the other arts.

i.1Llman life and) the.:r:efo:L'8 _you can
/c

not mark them off from other values as though the nature of man were

built on bulkheads.

1,Vhi tehead lin 9_cien~~_~d"the :Model.:.n Wor1..<! ,affirms what I have

said: (and shows the influence o~,,inon-influence of science on poetry)

Milton, though he is writing after the Restoration,
voices his theological aspect of the earlier por
tion of his century; untouched by the influence of
scientific materialism. Pop,!')' s poem (Essay on
Man~) represents the effect on popular thought of
the intervening sixty years which includes the first
period of assured triumph for the scientific movement.
Wordsworth in his whole being expresses a conscious
reaction against the mentality of the eighteenth
century. This mentality means nothing else than the
acceptance of 'the scientific ideas at their full face
value. Wordsworth was not bothered by any intellec
tual antagonism. What moved him was a moral repulsion.
He felt that something had been left out~ and that what
had been left out compl'ised everything that was most
important. Tennyson is the r:lOuthpiece of the attempts
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of' the vl2.ning roman tic movement in the seC:0ncl
quarter of the nineteenth century to come to
terms with science. (8MW 77)

(iii)

It is now with a degree of caution that I wish to draw some

conclusions about the connec1;ion between aTt and mOTali ty :from what

has been said about the mutual infl1)8nce of poetry and morality.

This is justified if we are to remain within a Whiteheadian scheme.

On the one hand, as we have previously noted, IVhi te'head would

deny that aesthetics and ethics belong within the same "real ml1 and

that one is a form of the other (cf. Pl..;':l.logues p. 235). Of course

Vihi tehead v;ould never den;r thera.ct that morality and moral considera

tions do playa part in the aesthetic process; but his Carmen episode

:i.n ~S!..~~>~. of Th0l.~ht. and the fact that he criticizes Price in the

;Qialogu8s. for trying to conjoin morality and art shows us that there

is something inoividllal and intrinsic about a work of art which lets

it be isolated from such moral considerations~

On the other hand, art and morality, as we have seen, are

vel'y 010se. In fact, moral considerations often result from and

playa part in works of art and aesthetic experiences. This does not

mean to say that there is no distinction between moral~~and the

!!!.or~]l].....Ead.;. on the one hand, and the ~es!h~.~~C8.:.~~YJ';oo£__ar~.~_~he ~~~!::.-

The former has to do with meritorius

behaviour whereas the latter has to do with intensity of feeling. We

have Been in the preceeding few sections, however the connection be-

tween art and morality and the influence of one on the other. This

is so simply because both stem from and are parts of civilized man.

Y6u can not divorce one from the other.



Sherburne has an interesting view which also stems from this

and from a Whi teheadian view of liart for life IS sake".

It just is not true that to appreciate a
work of art we need bring with us nothing
from life, no knowledge of its ideas and
affairs, no familiarity with its emotions
as Clive Bell seems to think. 94

This means that autonomous theories of art are inadequate. Art in-

·~eracts with the rest of culture and this int,eraction is given its

place and explanation in the metaphysical grounds which V0Litehead has

provic1e(~ and which I have elaborated upon and extended. Of course

it ,<"lay be claimed. as Sherburne does that when a man experiences a work
1 j

of art he Henters an autonomous realm of art but that encounter with

the object of art remains with him as a part of the inheritance that

conditions his aims". 95 'I'bis means that in the d).seussion of poetry

and morality, in the last section, the morality may never be finally

divorced from the poetry just as art is never finally divorced from

life or society. It is only after entering this llautonomous realm ll

of poetry and relating the experience to other experiences that moral

implications may come into plaY9 and moral value may arise. This,

too, follows Whitcheadls general framework and is an outcome of it.

Stnce an art object exerts a dynamic impact. on
consciousness (which emerges with great intensity
in aesthetic experience as an element in the sub
jective form of a prehension which involves a
proposition) it follows that the aesthetic experience
can be of great significance in the formulation
of overall aims ego a college senior mif"ht read
:R..?.Jl1J1 of a S,:'}J e '3j}l~D·_ c.nd :e9_~!l.:L.9LN ~L.Jl!"J;>o}l..:rIL in an
English seminar and shortly thereafter abandon
his intention of going to a business school in
favour of a teaching career, and this largely as a
result of aesthetic experiences which at their

--------.
94 n.w. Sherburne, WA op. cit., p.116

95 11, Vi • Sherburne, :,'iA op. cit., p,202
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occurance had cut off his everyday aims and
transported him into the autonomous realm of
art. 98

90

Sherburne is of course right (in his quote) in the sense

that the aesthetic experience is brought forward to influence future

experience both aesthetic and non-aesthetic. But the whole claim

of the autonomy of art seems to me to rest on shaky foundations. If

autonomy means non-dependence in the sense of not being dependent on

conditions, experiences and the like exterior to the given aesthetic

experience then t4is whole thesis and the whole philosophy of process

through interaction is in violent disagreement. If, however, auto

nomy within the aesthetic experience means a "concentration of at

tention" on some one thing rather than another perhaps there is a

valid arguement for it: i.e. when viewing a painting I concentrate

upon the painting and not the surroundings (the chairs, the gallery,

the people passing) my experience and the resulting value comes from

such a concentrated.focus of attention and results from an in~eraction

between the painting and myself. However, it must be noted again,

that when I see the painting my prior experiences and social condi

tioning influence my reaction to it.

If "autonomous" means, not simply, an l1isolation from society

and past experiences"; but the fact that, if used with regard to a

work of art, it means the "potential ability of a work to promote an

aesthetic response and value no matter who the participator l1 ; then

this would be in accord too with the art for life's sake view. There are

98 IBID.

As Whitehead says "Art has a curative function in hum:tn

experience when it reveals as in a flash intimate, absolute Truth re

garding the :Nature of things. 11 (AI '272) It is "for life's sake" since

it. recreates the passion, feelings, and emotions of the whole history

of man: lIArt can be described as a psychological reaction of a race

to the stresses of its existence li (AI 272) Art is therefore a symbol

in the true sense of the word.
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as we have noted in chapter one inherent capabilities in the work

of art for the promotion of beauty on a given occasion of experience.

There is, then no real conflict between ~_for art' s ~..k'::.

and art_.for Ij:re I s s~~J the former is a part of the latter. The

"art objects that grasp one aesthetically and unplug one's experiences"

exert a powerful influence "upon the reformation of practical aims ll
..



Conclusion

In this thesis an attempt was made to discuss the processes

involved in artistic creation as a f'creative process" aiming at value.

As a creative process, sinlilarities were to be seen between the pro~

cess of artistic creation and respondant re-creation. Both involved

consciourmess and conscious alter'ation brought about by the two types

of transrr:utation and conceptugl l'ev8r8ion. Moreover, individual

effects {i. 8 0 how art effects response in incli Tid'lmls) seemed to be

similar to the effect that art had on that group of individuRls called

It was discove:red tr.lC\t the por:3Gn who attained the great-

est aesthetic response through arousal of feeling was best able to

This, of course, does not mean

s:l.,~i"pl;y 1'8;\7 emotional feelin-g, but overall feeJ.ing inspired by the

various factoI'l3 such 8.8 awareness of truth alid beauty, experience etcc

In chapter one. the foundation was laid on which we could
1

approaoh the theory. The sharp distinction that was presumed to

ex_ist between general value and aesthetic value VIas. shovm, in fact,

to be non-existent. Aesthetic value is a restricted but complicated

Case of human value which in turn can be analyzed into the attainment

of value on a cosmological scale.

In chapter two. the significance of truth was brought forth.. }

We found out how truth was related to what in art. and that art is at its
/

greatest a combination of truthful beauty. Truth in the s;ymbolic

sense was defined as the conveyance of objective meaning at a maximum

and the conveyance of subjective form at a minimum. Here, too 1 the

notion was first put fonm.!:'d that art interpl'ets the sentiments

92
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and feelings of man and aids in the provision of an emotional outlet

for feelings to be expressed in 'a concrete form. This is one rea-

son for the symbolic significance of art. "True to life" is not a

prerequisi te in the arts nor is "factuality" always significant; for

falsehood is a~so important at times as a relief from boredom. It

is this striving for novelty which is a main purpose of art.

We saw too that beauty is an adaptation involving patterned

contrasts and the avoidance of painful clash. Moreover, the grada-

tions with which beauty is involved lead to the individual differences

in aesthetic oxperience. Thus the foundation was laid for uncler~

standing the nature and value of the work of art.

in the third chapter we depicted the notion of consciousness
J

and the consbious self with its aim at value as integral to aesthetic

expe·:rience. The unity of the self if defined in terms of its values,
.i

is a unity involving a funding of values. Memory integrates the di-

verse past occasions which issue in such a unified self unified

in value and aim towards value feelinpo~' Finally., in t~is'~ ~~--- - a_, '-'- c'-'Lai!Ve-l',_ VI-v

saw that consoiousness is integrally related to the aesthetic process

in -Ghat consciousness shapes and enhances creativity through the two

factors of conceptual reversion and transmutation.

In the fourth chapter the centre of attention was not the in-
-'

dividualized experience of the third chapter but the view of aesthetics

as involving a relat~onship between art and society. Here it was

shown that a reciprocal relationship obtained in trBt art is a civil

izing force within society and society significantly influences the

arts. Moreover this view of art leads us to take up Whitehead's

own view that art is art for life'B sake not for art's sake.

On the whole we found that a viork of art can have so:ne sort

of truth within itself in that when the art object;as expressing a



propositiol1;refers to "fictive thines")we do not even have to ask

whether this or that really occured whether Alice really went

throuGh the lookine glass. Truth plays, in these cases, a minimal

function. However, the fact is that the author of a piece of fict-

ion Lewis Carol o~ Shakespeare intends to say)by our very

common sense definition of "fiction l1 that "This is not in the real
)

world.. It is not happening and never did happen in allr world;

but it ~~ happen or something like this ~uld conc~iv~bly happen.

frhis is what 1 1 m trying to tell you. Purtherrnore, within its own

w01:·ld. (Le. within itself as a self-·contained piece of fiction)

tl:_~:.~~,JE.L_J.n~]!J_~..sl,Ltr~~ and things dj d happen and may have happened

this way." Then the point is raised that the fiction as an instance

of mer'e. ~pec.:!,anc~ may in some way convey insights of life, mor-ali ty

and value.

In the prOGdSS of civillzuti0il,

aiming at greater novelty and intensity of beauty and at a more pene-

tra.ting truth. ItE purpose is indeed the blending of beauty and

truth. But these aims cannot be separated from society,and art is

also an attempt to inspire man to greater heights and greater achie

vements by stressing the harmony of individuals as well as the ideals.

Living in a vast universe, surrounded by OV'3r
whelmine natural beauties, men need to -be 1'e
mindeu- of the impressive creative power of their
own species. The beauty of a sunset overpowers
by its magnificence. The sight or sound, of a
human work of art inspires T!len to further advances
along the road to civili~ation. 97

This is the power of art.

------. --~.,----_.---~-------
97 A H J h' TJrI)C.>.. 0 nson, _"_
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